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ABSTRACT
The philosophy behind the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and its
tenets of critical thought, creativity, and application of knowledge require a shift
from a focus on content knowledge to how that knowledge is applied across the
curriculum and why it forms the foundation of education. The problem now
facing educators is that CCSS has changed expectations for students without
providing adequate professional development (PD) to ensure the proper
adjustment to instructional strategies to meet its requirements. The purpose of
this quantitative study is to determine how teachers have adjusted their
application of instructional strategies to target Common Core learning objectives
in high school classrooms and to provide recommendations on how site and
district administrators can better structure PD to facilitate teacher needs as they
shift their instructional practices.
Through quantitative survey data from high school teachers and
administrators, the study was able to determine that, while education has seen a
shift since the adoption of the CCSS, it has not necessarily translated into a shift
of instruction throughout all classrooms. In addition, the majority of teachers
indicate that the current structure of professional development they receive within
their district, at their site, or from out-of-district training has had only limited
impact on their instruction to meet the needs of the CCSS.
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This research indicates that teachers want to professionally learn from
teacher-experts in a collaborative setting. To adjust instruction, teachers must
first be knowledgeable about what they are being asked to teach, so they can
design strategies for students to learn. Almost 97% of the teachers in this study
claimed to have at least some knowledge of the CCSS; however, of the 97%
almost 40% did not feel they had a good grasp of those standards, let alone
expertise.
There is a need, as indicated by the results of this study, to focus on both
increasing the knowledge base of teachers and administrators on the CCSS and
structuring PD in such a way that teachers can continue to grow as learners,
meeting the needs of their students by adjusting instruction to meet the demands
of the 21st century.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Any professional who entered the education career field in recent years
has undoubtedly been exposed to professional developments and conversations
related to the high-stakes testing and accountability of No Child Left Behind
(NCLB). This turn-of-the-century, bipartisan education reform had at its core the
goal of 100% student proficiency by the 2013-2014 school year. However, “by
2010, it was clear that many schools were not going to meet NCLB’s
achievement targets. As of that year, 38 percent of schools were failing to make
adequate yearly progress, up from 29 percent in 2006” (Klein, 2015, p.1). With
so many schools unable to meet the rigorous demands of the law, the Obama
Administration offered states a reprieve from many of the law’s mandates
through a series of waivers. In exchange, states had to put in place standards
aimed at preparing students for higher education or the workforce. For most
states, this new college and career ready education reform became known as
Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
Unbeknownst to most educators, the planning of the CCSS took over a
decade. However, the implementation of this next wave of education reform and
its corresponding tests seem to have caught many educators, including myself,
off guard. Local districts and site administrators are now charged with
implementing teacher professional development (PD) focused on the CCSS in
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lieu of the assessment and accountability aspects of NCLB. All stakeholders,
from staff to students and parents, are charged with adjusting their expectations
of what a high school diploma signifies and what it means to be college and
career ready.
In 2001, Achieve launched The American Diploma Project (ADP) “to
identify the ‘must-have’ knowledge and skills most demanded by higher
education and employers” (America Diploma Project, 2004 p. 1). This almost
three-year study culminated in a report titled Ready or Not: Creating a High
School Diploma that Counts, one of the 12 most influential education research
studies of the last 10 years (Swanson & Barlage, 2006, p. vi). One of the study’s
primary findings is that, “while students and their parents may still believe that the
diploma reflects adequate preparation for the intellectual demands of college or
work, employers and postsecondary institutions know that it often serves as little
more than a certificate of attendance” (America Diploma Project, 2004, p. 2).
The study went on to identify specifically what constituted the disconnect
between what high schools were producing and what postsecondary schools and
the work force were demanding. At the postsecondary level, most high school
graduates (53%) needed at least one remedial course in English or math, too
many students who entered college never actually attained a degree, and most
high school exit exams weren’t measuring what mattered to colleges and
employers. In addition, most employers said high school graduates lacked the
basic skills of problem solving and critical thinking essential for career success
(America Diploma Project. 2004).
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Ready or Not was released in 2004, a few years after the United States
education system reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA) as the NCLB. The end-of-year summative assessments called for by
NCLB were in place, and teachers across the nation were adjusting the scope
and sequence of course content to ensure students had exposure to the
standards that were being assessed. Having started my teaching career midway
through NCLB implementation, one of the biggest concerns I heard from
educators was they felt like they were teaching to the test. Schools were judged
on their test scores each year, providing rankings that proved advantageous to
some schools while being detrimental to others. Schools received a score called
the Academic Performance Index, which indicated how well all students from
various subgroups performed on their summative state benchmarks.
Each state was also charged under NCLB with establishing a timeline for
each school to make adequate yearly progress, ensuring 100% proficiency within
12 years of NCLB adoption. State standards were adopted under NCLB, and
students were assessed at the end of each school year on the California
Standards Test. Schools spent time not only drilling the state standards but also
teaching test-taking strategies to assist students in bettering their scores. The
summative assessments that occurred each spring became the culmination of
almost a year’s worth of knowledge, requiring students to regurgitate information
presented to them by their instructors. Students who were successful on those
tests became adept at answering the “what” questions. The tests were most
often multiple choice with the correct answer being one of four options, ensuring
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students had at least a 25% chance of proving “mastery” of their content
standards, regardless of their content knowledge. While there were plenty of
complaints with this structure, it became familiar and accepted: there were goals
and accountability for meeting those goals. The United States education system
operated under this model until the 2001 ESEA titled NCLB was reauthorized in
2016 under a new name: Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).
Teaching strategies under NCLB coalesced into different forms of direct
instruction in order to disseminate the necessary content to ensure proficiency
levels. As a teacher for many years during the NCLB era, I experienced many
PDs on test-taking strategies, and I listened to many teachers describe their
routines in the classroom as “teaching to the test” and “getting through the
curriculum” to ensure proficiency levels were being met. While many educators
had access to PD on a variety of instructional strategies, the fact remained that
during this time period students were judged on how well they could remember
specific facts, so it was imperative for the educators to ensure students were
exposed to the material they were being asked to recall.
As we approached the 2013-2014 school year, most states began
implementing a new set of standards in addition to the existing set of state
standards, called the Common Core. Since then, almost all of the NCLB
assessments have been suspended, with math and English tests being changed
to a new form of assessment designed to test students on their ability to apply
their knowledge, not simply recite it. The new assessments are adaptive in
nature, with students answering questions at or just above their current
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capabilities in addition to completing a performance task based on a classroom
delivered scenario. Students are still expected to demonstrate mastery of
content according to state standards, however, they are now challenged to do
this through critical thought and application across the curriculum. What is yet to
be determined, however, is how states and schools will be judged in the future.
States are still discussing what factors will be incorporated in the new Academic
Performance Index rating scale. One element that is not dictated, however, is
the change in instruction that should be occurring within the classroom to meet
the needs of the students given the new assessment structure.
Background of the Problem
As the 12th year under the 2001 reauthorized ESEA rapidly approached, it
became evident to educators and politicians alike that the goal of 100% student
proficiency was not going to be met. But an even greater concern continued to
come from colleges and employers, who were still receiving students who were
not college or career ready and who needed remediation as they entered higher
education. “All told, as many as 60% of incoming freshman required some
remediation (National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education, 2010, p. 1).
Since there is not a national consensus on what constitutes remediation, this
statistic is very conservative. A more poignant example comes from the
California State University system: “Despite a system-wide admissions policy
that requires a college-preparatory curriculum and a grade point average in high
school of B or higher, 68% of the 50,000 entering freshmen at CSU campuses
require remediation in English language arts, or math, or both. Should the same
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standards be applied by the California Community Colleges with their open
admissions policies, their remediation rates would exceed 80%” (National Center
for Public Policy and Higher Education, 2010, p. 1).
Reaction to this data came from 48 states, two territories, and the District
of Columbia, with leaders signing a memorandum of agreement with the National
Governors Association (NGA) and Council of Chief State School Officers
(CCSSO), committing to a state-led process: the CCSS Initiative (American
Diploma Project, 2004). By mid-2010, 45 states had adopted the CCSS in
English language arts/literacy and mathematics. The challenge now facing
educators is implementation of those standards. “The Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) signal a shift from ways of learning and teaching that call for
students to recall information to ways that spotlight how they apply that
information to achieve deeper learning” (Bellanca, Fogarty, Pete, & Stinson,
2013, p. 2). The philosophy behind CCSS and its tenets of critical thought,
creativity, and application of knowledge require a shift in not so much what
students need to know, but in how that knowledge is applied across their
curriculum and why it forms the foundation of their education.
Beginning in school year 2014-2015, schools began implementing the
replacement summative assessment to the NCLB California State Test. The
replacement assessment, named California Assessment of Student Performance
and Progress (CAASPP), now requires each student to show mastery of content
by application of knowledge. In the years leading up to this rollout, much of the
discussion centered on the philosophy of CCSS and the reasoning behind its
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development. I was part of, and led, many PDs designed to help staff
understand this new educational model and why it was important for our students
to be critical thinkers who could process knowledge across the curriculum.
However, the Smarter Balanced Consortium CAASPP was not preceded by a
shift of instructional strategies in the classroom to ensure learning was
commensurate with expectations, even though students would now be asked to
demonstrate learning in an entirely different way. To achieve these ends,
districts should be discussing instructional strategies and teaching methodologies
in the classroom through targeted and ongoing PDs.
Problem Statement
The problem now facing educators is that the expectations for students
have changed without the provision of adequate PD that ensures a proper
amount of adjustment to instructional strategies to meet the requirements of
CCSS. Two critical questions emerge: (a) Since students are now taking the
CAASPP to summatively assess their grade level competency, has classroom
instruction adapted to meet the needs of the students? (b) Are teachers receiving
ongoing PD on how to implement CCSS instructional strategies to help students
analyze, synthesize, and critically manipulate the content standards throughout
their courses? With the onset of CCSS, PD needs to be designed to increase
the instructional strategy repertoire of teachers in the classroom, and a concerted
effort needs to be made to structure educators into Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs) that analyze and implement research-based instructional
strategies that directly contribute to increasing student success in the higher
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levels of Bloom’s taxonomy (a set of hierarchical models used to classify learning
objectives): creativity, evaluation, and analysis (Appendix A).
Ongoing professional learning is just what it says, learning in a profession
that is reoccurring over time. According to Webster-Wright, “Effective
professional development is based on the notion of professional learning as
continuing, active, social, and related to practice” (2009, p. 703). A common
complaint heard in education is that most PD consists of one-off trainings or onetime presentations of information, which educators are then expected to
implement in their practice. In order for proper implementation of CCSS, ongoing
professional learning must be set up to influence a shift in the instructional
strategies necessary to produce college- and career-ready students.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this quantitative study is to determine how teachers have
adjusted their application of instructional strategies to target CCSS learning
objectives in high school classrooms. It will also provide recommendations on
how site and district administrators can better structure PD through PLCs to meet
the needs of teachers through ongoing professional learning. The study is not
intended to highlight the deficiencies of administrators or teachers, but rather to
collect data from teachers and administrators that can be used to improve
instruction and student learning in ways necessary to produce college- and
career-ready students. In addition, given more recent research on adult learning
and PD, the concept of ongoing professional learning could prove to be a better
model to help administrators introduce the instructional strategies that might
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allow for a deeper understanding of the CCSS. While the philosophical
discussions of CCSS are important, there is a need to move beyond those
philosophical discussions of why it is needed and turn to implementing specific
instructional strategies to help student become more college and career ready.
Research Questions
The following research questions will guide this quantitative study:
1.

What are teachers’ perceptions of CCSS?

2.

To what extent do teachers and administrators report changes in
classroom instruction since the adoption of the CCSS?

3.

What do teachers report are the greatest influences in their current
instructional practices?
Significance of the Study

This research is important and will make a significant contribution to
educational leadership because it will help shift the analysis of CCSS
implementation away from philosophy and standards to instruction. By doing so,
we will help move the discussion from what and why CCSS to how do we teach
students to be critical thinkers who can apply their knowledge across the
curriculum. My hope is that this may increase the instructional repertoire of
educators to implement strategies more aligned to student mastery of the CCSS,
in addition to creating an ongoing structure of PLCs to provide proper ongoing
professional learning needed to ensure the changes in instructional practice
occur.
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Scope of the Study
While there may be relevant data at the elementary and middle school
levels, the expectations by postsecondary institutions and the workforce of
college- and career-ready students falls exclusively on the high schools. This
study therefore researched CCSS instructional strategy implementation at the
high school level. The scope of this research encompasses data from current
administrators and teachers from eight high schools found in one California high
school district.
Assumptions of the Study
In this study, I assumed all participants acted with fidelity when answering
the questions. They responded to the questions without embellishing their status
or providing answers of what they think ought to occur, but rather what they think
is occurring. Most of the dialogue regarding CCSS still focused on the
philosophical discussion because stakeholders have not been properly educated
in an ongoing manner as to which instructional strategies should be implemented
in classrooms to support learning the standards. I have assumed that teachers
and administrators responded appropriately to survey questions, providing
perception data useful for the study.
Study Delimitations
This study purposefully focused strictly on the instructional patterns of high
school teachers and the PD designs of high school district administrators. The
implementation of CCSS and the summative assessments designed to assess
student success under the new model have been more pressing at the
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elementary and junior high school level due to the quantity of students assessed.
Students are assessed in almost all elementary and junior high school grades
(Grades 3 through 8), whereas only 11th-grade students are assessed at the
high school level. It is plausible that the elementary and junior high schools have
begun focusing on adjustments to instruction and therefore a different pattern of
instructional strategy implementation could be identified by survey data at that
level. Additional studies would be needed to prove or disprove that theory.
Similarly, high school teachers and administrators who work in K-12
districts might present different data from that provided by those only working in a
high school district. Professional development, both at a district level and site
level, could be very different and hard to control for against a high school-only
workforce. Surveying both groups was outside the scope of this study.
Finally, I chose not to survey students to correlate data with teacher and
administrator responses. While students can provide a very valid perception of
instruction in the classroom, their input in regards to determining actual
instructional change due to CCSS would not be reliable. The vernacular used by
professional teachers in regards to instructional strategies does not carry the
same meaning for students, nor would it generate the same response. I would
be concerned that students would not be able to distinguish between varying
instructional strategies specifically designed to target CCSS proficiencies.
Study Limitations
There are a few limitations to this study that must be identified. First, the
one-year duration of the dissertation and cross-section research design did not
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provide for longitudinal data collection or comparison. The survey can be used in
subsequent years to provide a longitudinal study, measuring change over time.
The data collected could be used to determine change over a period of time,
especially if PD is structured to target instructional strategies. This study was
designed to determine whether change has occurred given new education
reforms.
Second, since the design of CCSS does not define a specific list of
instructional strategies, the study was limited in its scope to collecting only data
regarding changes in instructional practice, not asking whether instructors are
utilizing a specific CCSS-based strategy. Until, or unless, specific strategies are
defined, that type of study will not be possible. This study instead surmised
information regarding motives for change through the survey.
Third, as with most research, there were trade-offs when gathering
information from respondents. In the initial planning of the survey, teachers were
going to be asked to provide more demographic data that could have been used
to provide more context to specific answers. For example, the years of teaching
could have allowed for disaggregating the data of teachers who started teaching
before, during, and after implementation of both NCLB and CCSS. Responses
about CCSS knowledge and change of instruction could vary based on longevity
of practice. However, I determined that certain questions might decrease
anonymity, and while collecting such information would have provided more
context to the research data, maintaining anonymity was paramount to ensuring
teachers would provide honest responses.
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Finally, there is a difference between the information delivered during
traditional PD and ongoing professional learning; however, teachers who have
not been exposed to the latter will easily confuse the difference. It was important
to control for this lack of exposure or misnomer. In addition, data was collected
from various sites, which have been exposed to varying degrees of PD and/or
ongoing professional learning and which have been led by rotating administrators
with varying degrees of knowledge on CCSS or competencies in designing and
delivering PD focused on instructional strategies.
Definitions of Key Terms
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). The CCSS is an educational
initiative in the United States that details what K–12 students should know in
English language arts and mathematics at the end of each grade. The initiative is
sponsored by the National Governors Association (NGA) and the Council of
Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) and seeks to establish consistent
educational standards across the states as well as ensure that students
graduating from high school are prepared to enter credit-bearing courses at twoor four-year college programs or to enter the workforce (Common Core State
Standards Initiative, 2015).
Instructional strategies. Instructions stratagies are the ways that a teacher
teaches content and skills to students.
Ongoing professional learning. Professional development that is
“continuing, active, social, and related to practice” (Webster-Wright, 2009, p. 703)
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is considered ongoing professional learning and is typically embedded within the
workplace with one’s own colleagues, utilizing their own data and experiences.
Professional Development (PD). Professional development includes “all
types of facilitated learning opportunities including credentials such as academic
degrees to formal coursework, conferences and informal learning opportunities
situated in practice” (Speck & Knipe, 2005).
Organization of the Dissertation
In Chapter 1, I provided a context regarding the implementation of CCSS
and the needed analysis of whether high school teachers and administrators are
working toward adjusting instructional practice and the professional learning of
that practice. I then defined the problem and purpose of this study. I further
discussed the significance and scope of the study and provided definitions for
key terms. Chapter 2 presents a critical review of the literature pertaining to the
research question. Chapter 3 contains the research design, including data
collection and analysis methods. Chapter 4 presents the study’s findings, and in
Chapter 5, I discuss conclusions, interpretations, and recommendations for policy
and practice.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
As education reforms from the high-stakes testing environment of NCLB to
the more analytically based, synthesis-oriented CCSS, problems have surfaced
in regards to the implementation of CCSS. Some of these problems are political
in nature, while others are structural issues with the rollout of the summative
assessments that accompany the reform; but in either case, site and district
administrators do not have much, if any, control over these issues.
Disagreement over the CCSS by certain political groups or individuals is an issue
local site administrators cannot control, but what local districts do have control
over is the implementation of instructional strategies that should be employed in
the classroom in order to develop students who “demonstrate independence, can
build strong content knowledge, respond to the varying demands of audience,
task, purpose and discipline, comprehend as well as critique, value evidence,
use technology and digital media strategically and capably, and come to
understand other perspectives and cultures” (National Governors Association
Center for Best Practices, 2010a, p. 6).
Manno (2013) points out that the “CCSS aim to provide teachers with an
outline, a solid foundation and a ‘clear picture’ of what students need to learn in
order to succeed in college and in the workforce. However, it seems as though
the reform is providing teachers with more questions than answers” (p. 1). While
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teachers seem to have a grasp on the philosophical underpinnings of CCSS,
they do not, or have not, shifted their instruction to ensure students will reach the
developmental goals sought after in the framework.
At the beginning of this chapter, I review the philosophical and historical
foundations of this study. Next, I provide an extensive review of the empirical
research related to the dissertation topic and provide a conceptual framework for
the study. I will conclude with a chapter summary.
Historical/Philosophical Foundation
Philosophical conversations on how best to educate have occurred for
thousands of years. Over the past 200 years, the United States’ philosophy on
education has shifted to a more compensatory model, with the last few decades
of the 20th century seeing an even more specific shift in the focus on education
results. Now, “the shift to Common Core requires an instructional transition from
recall to reasoning and real-world relevance” (Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 11).
Bellanca et al. go on to explain that the purpose behind the CCSS educational
reform is to create students who are prepared to compete for 21st-century jobs
(p. 29). Their reasoning behind this is that “international tests as well as a
plethora of well-articulated academic, business, and governmental organizations’
studies indicate that U.S. students already trail behind in several competitive
domains” (Atkin et al., 2010; Barber & Mourshed, 2007). Unfortunately, while
these philosophical concepts might be the theoretical framework within which the
next phase of educational evolution proceeds, such a framework is not often
found within our classrooms today. Like the many educational evolutions that
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have preceded CCSS, the traditional approach that preexists is often hard to
change. Into the first decades of the 21st century, the traditionalist model of
predetermining facts and ensuring students have learned those facts through
summative testing remains the standard. In addition, according to a Marzano and
Toth (2014) study on teacher instruction, the ways of instruction often found
during the previous period under NCLB still exist with the same frequency.
Therein lies the main problem facing the implementation of CCSS, especially
within the high school setting: It is human nature to teach the way we were
taught. With most educators not having personally learned in an environment
governed by CCSS standards, it is therefore unrealistic to expect to see lesson
plans and instruction being delivered under this new model. In addition,
administrators are expected to model CCSS instruction during staff development
and evaluate teachers based on the implementation of those models. It is
therefore even more important that, as we transition to CCSS, the leadership
within the schools not only have the capacity to lead also but the instructional
knowledge of how to develop teachers to adapt to this new style of instruction.
Being able not only to articulate and explain the reforms but also to understand
the theoretical framework of various educational models and apply those to
CCSS will help assist in the transition.
Beginning in the seventeenth century with the cornerstones of John
Locke’s educational philosophy, the natural laws of “Virtue, Wisdom, Breeding,
and Learning” (as cited in T. Johnson & Reed, 2012, p. 42), which heavily
influenced Thomas Jefferson’s 1779 legislation “Bill for the More General
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Diffusion of Knowledge” (T. Johnson & Reed, 2012, p. 76), to the more recent
writings of John Dewey (1859-1952), the historical underpinnings that exist in the
U.S. education system are quite relevant to the discussion of CCSS. “Intelligent
activity is distinguished from aimless activity by the fact that it involves selection
of means— analysis—out of the variety of conditions that are present, and their
arrangement— synthesis—to reach an intended aim or purpose” (Dewey, 1938,
p. 84). In order for students to become critical thinkers who can analyze thought
across the curriculum, educators must focus on how instruction is designed.
Instructors are encouraged to build upon students’ prior knowledge and
experiences not only to enhance engagement but also to create connections
between content and life, paying close attention to the diverse needs of each
individual student, understanding that ethnicity, culture, and language are a
means to enhance student success. Dewey (1938) states, “Intersect and unite
the principle of continuity and intersection to promote higher-level thought. The
knowledge and skills students obtain in one situation becomes an instrument of
understanding and dealing effectively with situations that follow” (p. 44). “The
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) signal a shift from ways of learning and
teaching that call for students to recall information to ways that spotlight how they
apply that information to achieve deeper learning” (Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 2).
“The modification going on in the method and curriculum of education is as much
a product of the changed social situation, and as much an effort to meet the
needs of the new society that is forming, as are changes in modes of industry
and commerce” (Dewey, 1915, p. 20). These words spoken by John Dewey a
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hundred years ago are relevant in framing the conversation surrounding CCSS
today.
While some might use a progressive approach to analyze CCSS, Dewey’s
pragmatism provides the theoretical framework within which the analysis of the
implementation of instructional strategies relating to CCSS can best be framed.
Dewey actually “criticized the progressive educators for failing to elaborate a
positive educational philosophy based on experience” (Gutek, 1997, p. 84). In
fact, his philosophical approach to education was a rejection of the absolutes of
many “isms,” instead focusing on the “necessity of the introduction of a new order
of conceptions leading to new modes of practice” (Dewey, 1938, p. 5). Common
Core requires new modes of practice, which necessitates its implementation be
studied to insure proper results. The moral imperative for education in this time of
education reform is the fundamental growth of all students. “Growth, or growing
as developing, not only physically but intellectually and morally,” is one aspect of
John Dewey’s principle of continuity (Dewey, 1938, p. 36). He continues, “growth
is not enough, we must also specify the direction in which growth takes place”
(Dewey, 1938, p. 36). The vertical alignment of the CCSS provides a growth
model that intimately connects each grade level to the one prior, culminating in
high school with the completion of specified coursework that earns each student
a diploma. Unfortunately, research is showing that, while students do grow
academically throughout their compulsory years in education, their coursework is
not preparing them for life after high school. The focus by CCSS on college- and
career-ready students is an attempt to fix this problem, but while there is plenty of
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scholarly literature on CCSS, the creation of the CCSS purposefully did not
include instructional strategies.
Nevertheless, instruction in the classroom is the lynchpin of academic
growth. No program, no federal, state, or local educational structure is effective
in properly preparing students without proper instruction within each classroom
that allows each student to access educational knowledge. Beginning in 1965,
the Federal government has systematically been trying to ensure that students
receive proper, effective, and equitable education through the ESEA. As the
United States has continued to grow and change, politically, economically, and
socially, each subsequent reauthorization of ESEA has been a reaction to the
changing times, with a significant turning point coming in the 1980s as a reaction
to the National Commission on Excellence in Education’s 1983 report A Nation at
Risk.
The state of education in the United States began to change with this
document, adopting major changes to its system in response. The report’s
findings and recommendations focused on four areas: content, expectations,
time, and teaching. It provided a baseline from which education could begin
reforms. In order to ensure this, education needed to adopt more accountability,
not just at the school level but also within the classroom. The passage of the
Improving America’s Schools Act in 1994, the first major reauthorization of ESEA
on a national level, began to force the issue of schools’ adopting performance
standards to improve the achievement levels of all students. The Improving
America’s Schools Act and 1994’s Goals 2000: Educate America Act required
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states to have content and performance standards; assessments aligned with
those standards in elementary, middle, and high school; and an accountability
system to identify schools that were not helping all students meet those
standards. Within six years, 48 states and two jurisdictions (District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico) received approval from the Department of Education on their
content standards, and 24 states and Puerto Rico demonstrated completion of
the development of both content and student performance standards.
No Child Left Behind, the 2002 reauthorization of ESEA, was the federal
government’s next attempt at striving toward excellence and fairness in
education. Funding was also tied to accountability expectations. “Accountability,
local control, parental involvement, higher teacher quality, and funding what
works were the cornerstone of the bill” (U.S. Department of Education, 2003, pp.
1-3). Schools were to use their data to determine progress toward meeting
specific benchmarks, and if they could not meet those goals, options were
available for the Department of Education to take control of failing institutions.
The key simple word in this reauthorization was all. “According to Rod Paige,
U.S. Secretary of Education, the stated focus of NCLB ‘is to see every child in
America - regardless of ethnicity, income, or background - achieve high
standards.’” (U.S. Department of Education, 2003, p. 1). With a decade’s worth
of experience with which to gauge the effectiveness of this reauthorization, the
next logical steps are to discuss where education reform should go now and what
are the driving factors behind the next reauthorization of ESEA.
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The implementation of the next authorization of ESEA continues the move
from focusing on equity in education reform to a deeper concentration on
adequacy:
Beginning in the late 1980s, the legal strategy for achieving school finance
reform shifted from equity to adequacy. Unlike equity claims, which focus
on the relative differences between groups, the adequacy framework
focuses on whether or not the provision of an absolute level of resources
is sufficient to meet defined levels of achievement. Therefore, an
adequate school finance system would provide the resources necessary
for students to attain a specified level of achievement. (Ananthakrishnan,
2005, p. 22)
In another reaction to the findings of A Nation at Risk, however, a newer study,
The ADP, also called for high schools to be held accountable for the students’
experience in high school, mandating that students graduate at an adequate
level of college and career readiness. The college- and career-ready mantra was
the focus for the CCSS, an initiative that began in 2009 as a collaboration
between the National Governors' Association Center for Best Practices and the
Council of Chief State School Officers. The CCSS initiative was an indication by
the states of how they were going to address the identified needs outlined in the
ADP. Those problems were that (a) most high school students need remedial
help in college, (b) most college students never attain a degree, (c) most
employers say high school graduates lack basic skills, (d) too few high school
students take challenging courses, and (e) most high school exit exams don’t
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measure what matters to colleges and employers (America Diploma Project,
2004, p. 3). The solutions provided by the study outlined what states,
businesses, and colleges should do to solve the main issues. To begin solving
the problem, states should focus on the following four areas: “anchor academic
standards in the real world, require all students to take a quality college and
workplace readiness curriculum, measure what matters and make it count, and
bridge the gap between high school and college” (America Diploma Project,
2004, pp. 8-15). The implementation of these solutions were specific, with the
ADP partner organizations providing suggestions on how states should
implement the CCSS. In the first area, states should align academic standards in
high school with the knowledge and skills required for college and workplace
success, using the ADP benchmarks as a starting point. They should also
backward-map standards to create a coherent, focused, grade-by-grade
progression from kindergarten through high school graduation. To ensure
students are taking a quality curriculum, states should better define the
mathematics and English curriculum to ensure that it aligns with the ADP
benchmarks, standardize the English and math measures regardless of school
type, and help define how other subjects can prepare students to meet the
college and workplace standards in math and English. To ensure states are
properly developing high school assessments that measure what colleges and
employers need, they should adopt measures that accurately assess 12th
graders at a 12th-grade level. Currently, 12th graders are either not assessed
prior to exiting high school, or assessed based on 11th-, 10th-, 9th-, or even 8th-
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grade standards. Finally, to ensure the gap is being bridged between secondary
and postsecondary education, postsecondary education “should use high school
assessments for college admission, placement, and the awarding of
scholarships, and increase communication by providing high school's academic
performance data on their past graduates” (America Diploma Project, 2004, p.
15). In addition, states should hold postsecondary institutions accountable for
the academic success of all students they admit, especially those who are placed
in remedial courses. With anywhere between 60% and 80% of graduating
seniors needing remedial courses in English, math, or both, prior to beginning
regular college-level coursework (National Center for Public Policy and Higher
Education, 2010, p. 1), the necessity for changes at the K-12 level are evident.
The ADP was not certifying that graduates were ready to take on the challenges
of college or careers in the 21st century.
Common Core Development
In 2007, as state school chiefs were reacting to the flood of data showing
the remediation necessary post high school, the CCSSO Annual Policy Forum
was convened in Columbus, Ohio. This is where development of the framework
for the CCSS was begun. It is interesting to note that California school districts
were then only six years into the previous ESEA authorization of NCLB, focusing
on PD aimed at increasing test scores on the high-stakes California Standards
Test. However, just one year later the NGA, CCSSO, and Achieve, Inc.,
released Benchmarking for Success: Ensuring U.S. Students Receive a WorldClass Education. The report, guided by an advisory group that included
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governors, state education chiefs, and leading education researchers,
recommended that states “upgrade state standards by adopting a common core
of internationally benchmarked standards in math and language arts for grades
K-12 to ensure that students are equipped with the necessary knowledge and
skills to be globally competitive” (National Governors Association [NGA], Council
of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], & Achieve, Inc., 2008, p. 6). By the
middle of the following year, 51 states and territories were committed to
participate in the development of the CCSS standards. This process was
decentralized, with state leaders and representatives involved in the
development process, not the federal government. In November of 2009 a first
draft of the college and career readiness standards for K-12 were released for
public comment. In June of 2010 the final draft of the CCSS were released so
that states could begin to undergo their own ratification process for adopting the
standards. Currently there are “42 states, the Department of Defense

Education Activity, Washington D.C., Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands that have adopted the CCSS in ELA/literacy and
math” (NGA & CCSSO, 2010a, p. 1).
Common Core Philosophy
The adoption of the CCSS not only mandated the level of information
students must master but also sought to implement the necessary skills into the
curriculum to improve their marketability after high school. The increase in rigor,
however, is not to be mistaken for needing to know more, but rather how to know
and how to manipulate the knowledge. As quoted by Bellanca et al. (2013),
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education writer and consultant on teacher leadership Nancy Flanagan defines
rigor by understanding what it is not. “Rigor is not a synonym for ‘harder,’ and it
does not mean moving first-grade curriculum into kindergarten, or algebra into
the seventh grade. . . . Rigor means teaching and learning things more
thoroughly—more deeply” (p. 61). The philosophy of CCSS was not to
implement a harder set of standards or to levy a more difficult set of expectations
upon students, but rather, “change the emphasis from a content knowledge focus
to students’ thinking skills and on developing the quality of student thinking
applied within daily work” (Belanca et al., 2013, p. 24). In addition, the CCSS
standards are designed to thread throughout students’ K-12 careers, increasing
in rigor with each grade level but maintaining consistency, with the original
anchor standard introduced at identified periods of time. This more purposeful
design of building skills resembles the construction of a home, with the anchor
standard as the foundation and each subsequent part of the building (framing,
electrical, plumbing, etc.) layering on that anchor standard, each with its own
purpose, but all within the same home (skill). The focus for the teacher is to
teach content by developing the skills of the student. For some teachers, this
may require a paradigm shift in how they determine which instructional strategies
will be used each day in the classroom. It will also require administrators to
support the shift required of their teachers by being “innovative and resilient”
(Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 32).
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Review of the Scholarly Empirical Literature
Change in education has historically come in some of the following ways:
new programs or new structures, different mandates on credentialing and
professional evaluations, changes in the funding type and allocation—all means
by which politicians and outside agencies can control, for better or worse, the
education process. In addition, there is a plethora of literature focusing on
instruction and actually what goes on in the classroom (Jackson, 2011; Marzano,
Pickering, & Pollock, 2001; Silver, Strong, & Perini, 2007). What is currently
lacking, however, is literature on how CCSS instructional strategies are being
implemented in the classroom and how PD is being designed to help with this
implementation.
Professional Development
The importance of PD in any organization cannot be overstated; however,
the search for exactly what most effectively develops professionals lies at the
heart of professional learning. Recently, many argue for a more continuous
model of professional learning, one that extends beyond the development of
educator content knowledge to include a focus on how teachers teach and what
best produces results in students. According to the Schools and Staffing Survey,
a major national dataset that measures and compares teachers’ responses to PD
questions, while “more teachers had access to professional development
regarding the content they teach, there has been a decline in the intensity of
professional development in all other areas of professional learning” (as cited in
Wei, Darling-Hammond, & Adamson, 2010, p. v). “At a time when the nation is
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moving quickly to adopt common core standards and schools are challenged to
accelerate gains in student achievement to meet federal mandates, states and
districts need to move more aggressively to provide continuous professional
development” (Wei et al., 2010, p. ii). The Schools and Staffing Survey was
administered three times over an eight-year period (2000, 2004, and 2008) and
was used to evaluate the progress of PD efforts in the states over the last
decade.
Where this falls into the relevance of CCSS is that the published results of
these surveys, and the analyses done during the following years, coincides with
the inception of the CCSS and the realization by some researchers (Easton,
2008; Hattie, 2009; Wei et al., 2010) that teachers need a new model of training.
According to Easton (2008), “training was what educators underwent before and
sometimes during the school year and certainly fits the factory model of
education” (p. 755); however, recently there has been a more concerted effort to
change the dialogue from training to learning. Even the term “development,”
which has become the standard term used in our profession to denote adult
learning, still maintains a “training” format, often lacking the necessary followthrough or reflection needed to cement the training into useful learning.
“Research affirms the common-sense notion that professional development that
is short, episodic, and disconnected from practice has little impact” (Wei et al.,
2010, p. 1). It is therefore imperative that since our students are now being
asked to learn under a new model, we as educators do the same.
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Ongoing Professional Learning
As Tyack and Cuban (1995) highlight in Tinkering Toward Utopia, “there
are so many published articles, so many reports providing directions, so many
professional development sessions advocating this or that method, so many
parents and politicians inventing new and better answers, while classrooms are
hardly different from 200 years ago.” This realization caused John Hattie (2009)
to ask the question, “Why does this bounty of research have such limited
impact?” (p. 3). Hattie argues that educators must move from a PD model to a
professional learning model in order for the professional growth to have an
influential effect on student achievement. Throughout his analysis, Hattie points
toward the fact that “professional development is more likely to change teacher
learning (d = 0.90), but these learnings have less effect on teachers’ actual
behavior (d = 0.60) and teachers’ reactions to the professional development
(d = 0.42), and even less influence on student learning (d = 0.37)” (p. 120). In
fact, there were a multitude of studies done during the NCLB era that found little
to no effect of PD on student achievement (Garet, 2008; Garet & Warner, 2011).
However, one study by Gallimore, Ermeling, Saunders, and Goldenberg (2009)
concluded that “students in schools whose learning teams relied on a set of
formal protocols for guiding meetings improved more than those in a comparison
group of schools where that structure was lacking (p. 541). “Improving
professional learning for educators is a crucial step in transforming schools and
improving academic achievement. To accomplish this, schools need to make
sure that professional learning is planned and organized to engage all teachers
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regularly and to benefit all students. This requires high-quality, sustained
professional learning throughout the school year, at every grade level and in
every subject” (Wei, Darling-Hammond, Andree, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009,
p. ii). Easton (2008) adds, “It is clearer today than ever that educators need to
learn, and that’s why professional learning has replaced professional
development. Developing is not enough. Educators must be knowledgeable and
wise. They must know enough in order to change. They must change in order to
get different results. They must become learners, and they must be selfdeveloping” (p. 756). Timperley, Wilson, Barrar, and Fung (2007) identify seven
elements in the professional learning core studies context as
important for promoting professional learning in ways that impacted
positively and substantively on a range of student outcomes: providing
sufficient time for extended opportunities to learn and using the time
effectively; engaging external expertise; focusing on engaging teachers in
the learning process rather than being concerned about whether they
volunteered or not; challenging problematic discourses; providing
opportunities to interact in a community of professionals; ensuring content
was consistent with wider policy trends; and, in school-based initiatives,
having leaders actively leading the professional learning opportunities (p.
xxvi).
This is a valuable starting point for administrators when setting up ongoing
professional learning, to ensure teachers are implementing research-based
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instructional strategies that have proven to provide greater gains in student
achievement.
Common Core Instructional Strategies
Just as administrators can better instruct teachers through methods that
are ongoing and related to practice, so too can teachers improve their methods
by focusing on strategies that better focus learning on the knowledge and skills
relevant to students today. “All approaches that have teachers listening to
lectures about the standards or memorizing terms may suit academic study but
have little to do with preparing teachers to skillfully apply the standards as guides
to a more rigorous, relevant, and results-directed curriculum that prepares
students to function day to day in the 21st-century global economy” (Bellanca et
al., 2013, p. 19). According to Madeline Hunter,
Teachers make 1,500 decisions in a day. Some are on-your-seat
decisions and some are on-your-feet decisions. On-your-seat decisions
are during the quiet, thoughtful times of the day, when students are gone,
while on-your-feet decisions are made in the heat of the action all day
long. In terms of instructional decision-making, the tradition of covering
your content is much like taking a passenger to the airport. You rush
around and get to the airport on time, but you left the passenger at home.
Think about it. When you got to the end of the textbook, did all the kids
come with you? (as cited in Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 61).
When discussing instruction, it is imperative that the students are engaged and in
tune with the teacher throughout the lessons, but it is how the teacher does this
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that allows the students to maintain the pace of the class. The strategies that
teachers utilize to ensure learning are endless, but not all instructional strategies
are created equal. There are specific strategies that work better at promoting
different types of learning. In regards to the skills espoused by CCSS, the
literature defining specific strategies is building; and although theNGA and
CCSSO were very purposeful in their silence on how to teach the CCSS, many
researchers are beginning to identify instructional strategies that “achieve the
dual goals of academic rigor and real-world relevance in the instructional arena”
(Bae & Darling-Hammond, 2014; Bellanca et al., 2013; Marzano & Toth, 2014).
Bellanca et al. (2013) identified four instructional strategies they consider
relevant for teachers implementing CCSS:
1.

Explicit instruction of thinking skills empowers students’ learning
across the disciplines (Bellanca, Fogarty, & Pete, 2012).

2.

Close reading of text involves teachers in designing text-dependent
tasks that require students to rigorously analyze both narrative and
informational text (Monk, 2003; Piercy, 2011).

3.

Concept-rich mathematics instruction focuses on the big ideas in
mathematics rather than the more traditional skills-based model
(Ben-Hur, 2006).

4.

Inquiry learning is an umbrella term that includes student-centered
and student-directed models of learning: problem-based, projectbased, service learning, case studies, and thematic instruction
(Bellanca, 2012; Fogarty, 1997).
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Marzano & Toth (2014) incorporate these four into 13 essential strategies
(see Appendix B). Eight of the 13 essential strategies share a common theme:
the teacher as facilitator of learning. This pedagogical shift from teacher as
information disseminator to facilitator of learning requires a change in the style
and choice of instruction used in the classroom. According to the more than two
million data points analyzed by Learning Sciences Marzano Center from across
the nation, capturing the frequency with which teachers were using specific
classroom strategies, most teachers placed a significant majority of classroom
emphasis (47%) on teacher-centered instruction that can be generally
categorized as lecture, practice, and review. While direct instruction and the
introduction of new material and review are necessary to a child’s knowledge
growth, the frequency with which this occurs does not leave enough time to focus
on instruction that is student-centered and higher on the taxonomic scale. As
Marzano and Toth (2014) state, “If the majority of instruction is spent at lower
levels of complexity, it is unlikely students will perform to standard on state and
national assessments written to test cognitive complexity” (p. 14). They go on to
list the three strategies that are “most student-centered and that demand
sophisticated levels of analysis, hypothesis testing, synthesis, and collaboration
in the service of applying knowledge to authentic, real-world problems” (Marzano
& Toth, 2014, p. 14). However, the same research accounts for only 3.2% of the
students’ time being spent focused on developing these cognitive complex skills.
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Conceptual Framework
Since the passage of the ESEA in 1965 as part of President Lyndon
Johnson’s “War on Poverty,” the federal government has continually tried to
improve upon the 50-year-old legislation by reauthorizing ESEA eight times since
its original passage. Five of the eight reauthorizations occurred between 1965
and 1980, with the last three occurring between 1982 and 2017. Each
reauthorization came as a result of major studies done to analyze the current
public education system at the time, with each systematic step contributed
toward the current structure of the law. The CCSS curriculum is merely a piece
of the overall reauthorization that aims at not only providing more equity to
students within the system but also ensuring the education they receive is valued
post high school. With CCSS entering their sixth year, and ESEA being
reauthorized as Every Student Succeeds Act in 2015, it is important to study
whether or not teachers have changed their instruction to meet the needs of a
changing education system. The following concept map provides the conceptual
framework for this study, depicting the historical and philosophical roadmap
toward CCSS, and placing emphasis on the areas researched by this study.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework diagram.
Chapter Summary
Early literature on CCSS and the implementation of specific types of
instruction deemed to be better at producing higher levels of student
achievement has focused on the types of instruction that should be occurring and
the type and structure of professional learning teachers should be receiving in
order to implement those strategies. The transition from the traditional trainer PD
model to a more collaborative and ongoing professional learning model is
heralded by many as necessary to produce appropriate shifts in the teaching
pedagogy and make the transition from the traditional, teacher-centered
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classroom to a student-centered classroom, which will increase the student
mastery of 21st-century skills.
I have not found a study as to how much teacher practice has changed
nor any recent literature on the effect of professional learning on changing
teacher instruction to a more student-centered classroom. This study will
address the missing element by providing data on how much teacher instruction
has changed in an effort to incorporate the necessary strategies to produce
students adept at critical thinking and to encourage analytical application of
content across the curriculum in pursuit of the 21st-century skills required of them
by the CCSS.
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD OF INQUIRY
Since the release of the ADP’s report Ready or Not in 2004, the American
education system has been formulating a response, while at the same time trying
to adjust to the increased weight of high-stakes testing and accountability under
the 2001 reauthorized ESEA. With the ADP report calling for a major shift in how
we determine students are college and career ready, the states set out to
implement education reform that focuses on developing standards and assessing
students on the higher levels of learning - synthesis and application. The
development of this new structure, named Common Core, provided a new set of
skills-based standards specifically designed to provide graduating students with
21st-century skills; however, the implementation and discussion of instructional
strategies to assist students and educators toward this end were not included
and were left to the local districts to design. My main hypothesis is that
education policy has shifted, and we’re testing differently, but actual instruction in
the classroom has not followed suit across the board. Where has it followed,
where has it not, and why?
The purpose of this quantitative study is to determine how teachers have
adjusted their application of instructional strategies to target CCSS learning
objectives in high school classrooms and to provide recommendations on how
site and district administrators can better structure PD through PLCs to meet the
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needs of teachers through ongoing professional learning. The following research
questions guide this quantitative study:
1.

What are teachers’ perceptions of CCSS?

2.

To what extent do teachers and administrators report changes in
classroom instruction since the adoption of the CCSS?

3.

What do teacher report are the greatest influences in their current
instructional practices?

In this chapter, I first present the methodology for this study, including a
discussion of its philosophical foundations. Next, I provide a description of the
research design within my selected methodological approach that I will use in this
study. Following the research design, I detail the specific research methods
used in this study. This description includes information about the setting;
sample; data collection, including instrumentation and procedure; and data
analysis, including validity and the role of the researcher. I conclude with a
chapter summary.
Quantitative Methods Research
The quantitative methodological approach allows the researcher to not
only measure the change in teacher instructional practices but also gather data
that can allow for possible correlations and predictions in future research.
“Statistical analysis lets us derive important facts from research data, including
preference trends, differences between groups, and demographics” (Madrigal &
McClain, 2012). The goal of the research is to first gather current teacher
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perceptions of CCSS, then identify reported shifts in classroom instruction and
perceived causes for those shifts.
Every research tool or procedure is inextricably embedded in
commitments to particular versions of the world and ways of knowing that
world made by researchers using them. To use a questionnaire, an
attitude scale of behavior, take the role of a participant observer, select a
random sample . . . is to be involved in conceptions of the world which
allow these instruments to be used for the purposes conceived. No
technique or method of investigation . . . is self-validating: its
effectiveness, its very status as a research instrument . . . is dependent,
ultimately, on philosophical justification (Corbetta, 2003, p. 12).
The post positivist foundation of this study is its ability to prove my hypothesis
and the data are compatible, not infallible. Karl Popper stated, “The old scientific
ideal of episteme—of absolutely certain, demonstrable knowledge—has proved
to be an idol. The demand for scientific objectivity makes it inevitable that every
scientific statement must remain tentative forever” (as cited in Corbetta, 2003, p.
19). The limitations arising from the inability to “know” are vastly outweighed by
the ability to conjecture, since this study does not provide the ability to gain
absolutes. In line with pragmatic thought, however, the inquiry of knowledge
through quantitative means proves the best fit for this study. While qualitative
research or a mixed methods approach can help to provide more specific insight
into why instructional strategies have or have not been employed in high school
classrooms, the quantitative approach chosen for this study can best measure
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the implementation patterns of instructional strategies across hundreds of
classrooms in multiple school sites. In addition, the open-ended response items
in the survey provide supplemental data, but are not intended for deeper analysis
like in a mixed methods approach. Because I have been a direct site
administrator to at least 60% of the teachers in the district over the past seven
years, and the intent of the study is to gather hundreds of open-ended
responses, it is essential that those responses be gathered as part of an
anonymous survey. In addition, environmental and input data can help
determine trends in that implementation and help provide data for administrators
charged with the development of ongoing professional learning. Following this
study, the utilization of this survey over multiple years can gather longitudinal
data which can be used to gather data on CCSS implementation across the
district. While the questions researched in this study produce primarily an
exploratory descriptive analysis, the data gathered can be used in follow-up
studies that may try to identify correlations within that data beyond the intended
patterns or relationship.
Research Design
The term causal correlation is widely accepted as an appropriate description
of the research design for this type of study; however, and not to simply offer up
an alternate semantic, this study used a cross-sectional nonexperimental
research design. “In cross-sectional research, the data are collected from
research participants at a single point in time or during a single, relatively brief
time period and comparisons are made across the variables of interest” (B.
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Johnson, 2001). “Nonexperimental research is systematic empirical inquiry in
which the scientist does not have direct control of independent variables because
their manifestations have already occurred or because they are inherently not
manipulable. Inferences about relations among variables are made, without
direct intervention, from concomitant variation of independent and dependent
variables” (Kerlinger, 1986, p. 348).
The surveys presented to teachers and administrators in this study gather
data at a specific point in time. The intent of the study is not to find numerical
correlations in the research, but rather to show relationships between responses
that may predict teacher behavior based on previous exposure to site and district
level PD on CCSS. To try and show causality, I’ll be addressing three necessary
conditions: 1) “that the two variables must be related (i.e., the relationship or
association condition), 2) that proper time order must be established (i.e., the
temporal antecedence condition - if changes in Variable A cause changes in
Variable B, then A must occur before B), and 3) that an observed relationship
must not be due to a confounding extraneous variable (i.e., the lack of alternative
explanation condition or the nonspuriousness condition)” (Johnson, 2000, p. 7).
If the causal conclusion has an alternative plausible explanation then it remains
simply a correlation, or theoretical explanation of observed phenomena.
According to Johnson (2000), “nonexperimental research is good for identifying
relationships (condition one), but it is weak on necessary conditions two (time
order) and three (ruling out alternative explanations). Nonexperimental research
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is especially weak on condition three because of the problem of spuriousness”
(p. 7)
In setting up my tests I was very cognizant of these weaknesses in the
model. If I could not rule out alternative explanations, I could not show
confidence in a causal condition.
Research Methods
In this section, I describe the specific research methods that I utilized to
apply a cross-sectional nonexperimentation research design in this study.
Specifically, I discuss the setting, sample, data collection, data analysis, and
steps taken to ensure validity.
Setting
For this research, data was collected from six comprehensive high schools
and two alternative education sites within the same district. As an administrator
in Northwest High School District, I have established positive working
relationships with many staff members on each of the campuses who were
involved in this study. Whether through on-site work as an assistant principal at
three of the sites, principal at a fourth site, or as head of multiple district
curriculum committees, I have access to administrators and teachers throughout
the district. Like all districts, this district has many unique qualities, including its
ability to provide a very successful learning model to its diverse population.
Established in 1893, the district is a joint high school district serving students
from multiple Southern California counties from Grades 9 through 12. There are
four different elementary school districts within the high school district boundary
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from which almost all students matriculate each year into one of the six local,
comprehensive high schools. Although the district is only 50 square miles, it has
a very diverse student population with broad socioeconomic and ethnic diversity
found on each campus. A majority (53%) of the students in the district identify as
Hispanic or Latino, with 20% identifying as non-Hispanic White and 19%
identifying as Asian—accounting for the three largest racial groups. Less than
half (47%) of the district falls into the category of socioeconomically
disadvantaged. This diversity provides a rich setting in which to research the
implementation of CCSS instructional strategies. The following is a description of
each site’s demographics and unique setting as reported in each school’s annual
School Accountability Report Card (SARC). Fictitious names will be used to
maintain confidentiality.
Richmond High School. Richmond High School not only is the top
academic school in the district but is also ranked as a top academic institution at
both the state and national level by numerous sources. In 2013, Richmond High
School achieved Grey County's highest Academic Performance Index at 937.
Richmond has been recognized as a 21st Century National Blue Ribbon School
of Excellence, a California Distinguished School, a Gold Medal School, and a
New America National Showcase Site. Richmond is currently ranked at number
31 on the Best Public High Schools in the nation list (BestHighSchool.com) and
at number 4 in the Magnet High School nationwide rankings (Niche.com). From
2006 through 2013, Newsweek ranked Richmond among the Top 100 High
Schools in the nation. Richmond has won Golden Bell Awards by the California
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Department of Education for their Best Buddies program and for its Technology
Magnet Program. Ninety-nine percent of Richmond’s students attend colleges
and universities, with 76% attending four-year institutions and 23% attending
two-year colleges.
Richmond’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 97
teachers. Its student body is diverse, with students identifying as Asian
comprising 41% of the student body; 24% identifying as Hispanic or Latino; and
22% identifying as non-Hispanic White—accounting for the three largest
demographic groups. A little over 6% identify as Filipino, 1% identify as Black or
African American, and 4% identify as two or more races.
Hilltop High School. The success of Hilltop High School’s educational
programs are evident in the fact that 94% of the seniors are accepted into and
plan to attend a community college, college, or university. The diverse offering of
courses, coupled with quality instruction, has resulted in Hilltop High School’s
being recognized at both the State and National level. Hilltop High School
earned the National Blue Ribbon School of Excellence award in 2012. It was
named a California Distinguished School in 2009, and in 2010, Hilltop was again
identified by the Washington Post/Newsweek as one of the top high schools in
the United States.
Hilltop’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 81
teachers. Its student body is diverse, with students identifying as Asian
comprising 45% of the student body, 28% identifying as Hispanic or Latino, and
16% identifying as non-Hispanic White—accounting for the three largest
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demographic groups. A little over 6% identify as Filipino, 2% identify as Black or
African American, and 2% identify as two or more races.
Oceanside High School. Oceanside High School is a California
Distinguished School that has become known throughout the community for
promoting the success of all students in an atmosphere of mutual respect and
caring. Oceanside High School provides a balanced program for a diverse
student body. Students, staff members, and parents work closely together to
strive for excellence in academics, activities, athletics, and service to the
community. Oceanside’s excellence is evidenced in the full six-year accreditation
received from Western Association of Schools and Colleges in May 2011 and
four Distinguished School Awards, the latest in May 2007.
Oceanside’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 72
teachers. Sixty-five percent of its student body is composed of students
identifying as Hispanic or Latino with just under 22% identifying as non-Hispanic
White—accounting for the two largest demographics. The rest of the student
population is 9% Asian, 1.5% Filipino, and 1% Black or African American, and
1.5% identify as two or more races.
Hill Lane High School. Hill Lane High School offers “something for
everyone.” The school has been designated as one of America’s Best High
Schools by U.S. News & World Report and awarded a Silver Medal for three
years in a row, placing Hill Lane High in the top 5% in the nation. In the spring
2014, staff administered over 949 Advanced Placement exams to students, a
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55% increase over the previous two years and a 170% increase from five years
previous.
Hill Lane’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 76
teachers. Seventy percent of its student body is comprised of students
identifying as Hispanic or Latino with just over 23% identifying as non-Hispanic
White—accounting for the two largest demographic groups. The rest of the
student population is 2% Black or African American, 1.7% Asian, and 1% Filipino,
and 1.3% identify as two or more races.
Fillmore High School. Fillmore High School has a rich history and
tradition of excellence marked by numerous awards and accolades. Fillmore
High School has received nine Golden Bell Awards for educational excellence
from the California School Boards Association and was designated as a
California Distinguished School by the California Department of Education in
1989, 1996, and 2005. In 2013, the school was recognized as “one of the best
schools in the nation” by U.S. News & World Report, ranking Fillmore High
School in the top 5% in the nation.
Fillmore’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 75
teachers. Just under 65% of its student body is comprised of students identifying
as Hispanic or Latino, with almost 27% identifying as non-Hispanic White—
accounting for the two largest demographics. The rest of the student population
is 4% Asian, 2% Black or African American, and 1% Filipino, and 1.5% identify as
two or more races.
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Southwest High School. In 2015, Southwest High School was ranked by
U.S. News & World Report and The Washington Post as one of one nation’s
Top1000 High Schools for the fifth consecutive year, setting it apart from other
neighboring schools. Prestigious programs such as the California School Boards
Golden Bell award-winning Early College and Advanced Academics Academy,
the number 1 high school agricultural program in the western United States, and
the Distinguished Unit Air Force JROTC Academy are just a few of the programs
that make Southwest extraordinary.
Southwest’s certificated staff is composed of five administrators and 74
teachers. It has the most homogeneous student population in the district, with
74% of its student body identifying as Hispanic or Latino. The remaining 26% of
the student body is relatively diverse, with over 7% identifying as non-Hispanic
White, 7% Asian, almost 6% Black or African American, and 4% Filipino, while
2% identify as two or more races.
Sierra Vista High School. Sierra Vista High School includes both the
district’s alternative education and continuation schools on the same physical
location. The school was established in 1966 as an integral part of the district
and comprises a multitude of of student population groups. The continuation
school has students at least 16 years of age who are at-risk of not graduating
with their class, as well as high school-aged students participating in the
Teenage Pregnant and Parenting Program. The student body represents a blend
of the district’s six comprehensive high schools serving a predominantly Hispanic
population. According to DataQuest, the school’s 2015–16 student population
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identified as 80.37% Hispanic, 11.2% non-Hispanic White, 1.7% Asian, 3%
African American, 0.8% Filipino, 0.4% American Indian, 0.8% two or more races,
and 1.5% not reported. Students have the opportunity to take up to eight classes
daily and also may enroll in Regional Occupational Program courses during the
school day, late afternoon, evenings, or Saturdays. Students have the option of
graduating with an alternative education diploma or, if sufficient credits are
earned, return to one of the district’s comprehensive high schools for graduation.
Additionally, Sierra Vista serves special education students and fifth-year
seniors.
The staff of consists of 19 classroom teachers, 2.5 ROP teachers, two
counselors, one guidance technician, nine classified staff members, three
instructional aides, 10 child care workers, and three district-employee food
service workers. Support staff includes a psychologist, a speech and language
pathologist, a school nurse, and one computer technician who works from the
district. Sierra Vista also has the support services of a municipal police
department school resource officer, who is shared with one other high school.
The alternative school side of Sierra Vista serves the same predominantly
Hispanic population. The school’s 2015–16 student population was 75% Hispanic
or Latino, 13% White, 5.4% Asian, 4.4% African American, 1% Filipino, 0.4%
American Indian or Alaska Native, 0.4% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and
0.4% two or more races. Sierra Vista serves students through six different
alternative education programs: Opportunity classes, Independent Study, Home
Hospital, Endeavor, Adult Transition, and Kate Waller Barrett Academy.
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In 2016, Sierra Vista’s Adult Transition Program was chosen as one of 56
recipients of the state’s leading educational honor, the Golden Bell Award. In
2015–16, Sierra Vista had a staff of 94 employees, composed of 33 full-time
certificated teachers, 61 classified staff members, one full-time psychologist and
two part-time psychologists, one speech and language pathologist, one nurse,
and two counselors. The administration team, along with other support staff, is
shared by both parts of the campus and consists of two assistant principals and
one principal.
Sample
The participants for this sample are teachers working within the six
comprehensive school sites, the district continuation and alternative education
site, and both site and district administrators. There are just over 500 certificated
teachers and 40 administrators (30 site administrators) who were surveyed via
employee email. I sent follow-up emails until a large enough sample size was
reached. The single-stage random sample was large enough to gain appropriate
data to help answer the research questions. This dataset provided an
appropriate sample of educators who provided data which could be extrapolated
to all high schools.
Demographic data, also referred to as input data, was collected in the
survey to show site location (teachers and administrators), primary academic
department (teachers only), and evaluative duty focus (administrators). When
analyzing changes in instructional practices possibly tied to specific common
experiences like PDs, it was important to know how many of them share those
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same experiences. Since staff members participate in the district’s attempts to
introduce, discuss, and implement CCSS at various stages, I sought to learn
whether any insights be gleaned to demonstrate the need for ongoing
professional learning geared toward instructional strategies that support CCSS.
Teachers were able to provide quantifiable data on how much they have adjusted
instruction to meet the needs of CCSS philosophies. In addition, administrators
were able to provide data on how they have structured ongoing professional
learning to not only meet the teachers’ needs regarding information related to
CCSS, but to what extent PD has incorporated discussions on instructional
strategies necessary to meet the CCSS standards.
Data Collection and Management
The data collected for this study consisted of a survey delivered via district
email to teachers and administrators. This form of data collection allowed me to
determine the extent to which the implementation of CCSS has altered teaching
practices at the high school level. The surveys for teachers and administrators
consisted of 35 and 22 questions, respectively, intended to garner both
environmental (perception) and input (demographic) data relating to teacher
instructional patterns. The questions provided context to help explain any
relationships between the input and environmental data.
Instrumentation. Two surveys were created for this study: a survey for
teachers and a survey for administrators. Both surveys were piloted with a select
group of administrators and teachers within the district to enhance reliability and
validity of the data. The teacher survey and administrator survey align, so results
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could be compared for possible relationships in the responses. Questions
gathered both input and environmental data on Likert-type scales in order to gain
multiple data points and probe the various types of PD teachers received on the
CCSS since the start of 2013. This date was determined because the first
district-wide PD on CCSS was delivered during the early Spring of 2013. The
data from both administrators and teachers allow for analysis of variance
between groups of teachers at different sites and between departments within a
single site.
Input data included questions such as school site, primary subject taught,
whether they are a teacher or administrator in the district, and opinions on the
CCSS. The purpose of this data was to define the respondents, better
understand who they are, and provide any background variables that may
contribute to their decisions to use specific instructional strategies. Most
importantly, the purpose of this data was to show whether any input data can
best describe or predict a teacher’s shift of instruction within the classroom.
The environmental data helps provide a context within which teachers and
administrators identify specific instructional strategy usage and/or the frequency
teachers have started shifting their instruction related to CCSS. Some of the
survey questions in this category collected data from teachers on teacher use of
listed instructional strategies, teacher reactions to CCSS PD, teacher exposure
to ongoing professional learning in regards to CCSS, and discussions of defined
CCSS instructional strategies. In the administrator survey, the questions asked
administrators the provide the following information: the degree to which certain
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CCSS instructional strategies were being used at their sites, what insights were
gained on their observations during walk-throughs and during the evaluation
cycles, how much time they spend in classrooms monitoring teacher instructional
practices. The survey also sought to affirm or question teacher results and gain
information on their role in designing and/or delivering PD/learning. These
independent variables were used to analyze any effects on the dependent
variable of how much instructional strategies have changed to meet the needs of
CCSS implementation.
Procedures. Teachers and administrators were emailed a link to the
survey and asked to complete it prior to the end of the school year. Since a large
enough sample size of teachers and administrators was not gained through the
initial survey, a reminder email with survey link was sent out requesting a
response; by the end of the week I had the responses needed. A “thank you”
email was sent at the conclusion of the survey expressing my gratitude and
appreciation. The entire process lasted a little over one week, to include the
weekend, in order to provide staff an opportunity to participate from home.
Data management. The original survey questions were programmed in
Google Forms for initial data analysis. Further analysis was made by exporting
to the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. At no time
was any data accessible outside of a password-protected site, and all hard drives
were secure. I had the only access to the site and hard drives during this
research. Anonymity was protected since teachers and administrators are not
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asked to identify themselves by name, nor are there any identifying questions
asked in the survey.
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Once collected, the data was analyzed and interpreted to gain insight into
how teachers have or have not adjusted their instruction to meet the needs of
CCSS. While this particular study did not compare the similarities and
differences within and between departments and sites, the survey data allows for
future study comparison of those similarities and differences. The data could be
analyzed to determine relationships between change in practice and previous
perceptions of CCSS, site of work, and/or types of PD received. Relationships
could also exist between administrator and teacher perceptions of teaching
methods and whether those methods have changed since the district began
discussing CCSS.
Procedures to ensure validity. Processes were in place to ensure
content validity. The survey was sent to 100% of the population within the
district. All teachers and administrators had access and the ability to participate
in providing data. While an expected return of 75% of teachers and 90% of
administrators was the goal, a sample size of at least 30% of teachers and 60%
of administrators was large enough to provide statistical significance and be
proportionally representative of the entire population. Piloting the survey
beforehand ensured the content of the survey was also valid. Feedback from the
teachers and administrators surveyed during the pilot allowed me to edit the
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content of the questions so that the final data received accurately represents the
research questions.
Role of the researcher. It is important to know that I am currently an
administrator in the district in which the survey is taking place. I have served at
four of the sites being surveyed and have personally observed about half of the
teachers in the district. Since the survey was sent to all staff members, and the
responses were anonymous, individual biases can be controlled. But since I
have been an administrator at four different sites, I need to be cognizant of any
subconscious biases toward departments or sites and take steps to ensure my
analysis is objective. While there is no such thing as absolute objectivity during
research, I can mitigate my personal connection or opinions with and about staff
by focusing strictly on the results of the data collected regardless of location and
cross-analyzeing the data without site factors in play. A positive aspect of my
role as an administrator is that, since I am familiar with the people, sites, and
previous developments within the district, I can have a greater understanding of
various data sets from the survey. The purpose of the study is to inform in order
to ensure proper implementation of PD related to CCSS instructional strategies
throughout the district.
Chapter Summary
This chapter described the postpositivist research methodology,
quantitative research method, and cross-sectional nonexperimental research
design used in this study. I described the various sites in the setting, providing a
more complete picture of the population and sample being surveyed. Data
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collection, data analysis, and steps taken to ensure validity, as well as my role
within the district, were described.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
This chapter presents the finding of data collected over a two-week time
period. Thirty administration responses and 198 teacher responses from two
surveys were collected and processed in response to the following questions:
1.

What are teachers’ perceptions of CCSS?

2.

To what extent do teachers and administrators report changes in
classroom instruction since the adoption of the CCSS?

3.

What do teachers report are the greatest influences in their current
instructional practices?

The purpose of this quantitative study was to determine how teachers
have adjusted their application of instructional strategies to target CCSS learning
objectives in high school classrooms and to provide recommendations on how
site and district administrators can better structure PD to help facilitate teacher
needs with shifting their instructional practices. A quantitative methodological
approach was used to gather data through surveys of teachers and
administrators from six comprehensive high schools and an alternative
education/continuation school in one district in Southern California. A crosssectional nonexperimental research design was used to gather information from
the respondents at a specific point in time with the intent on finding relationships
within the data on not only teacher instructional behavior but also possible
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influences on that behavior due to specific types of PD received. This chapter is
organized in three sections, presenting the data collected in response to the
three research questions, and concluding with a summary.
Overview of Participants
The participants in this study are teachers from six comprehensive high
schools, one alternative education and continuation school, and administrators
from those same schools and the district office.
Table 1
Teacher Survey Participants by Work Site
School

Teachers

Administrators

Southwest HS

46

3

Fillmore HS

28

4

Hill Lane HS

31

3

Oceanside HS

17

2

Hilltop HS

14

5

Richmond HS

40

2

Sierra Vista HS

22

2

District office

n/a

9

Total

198

30

The teachers were also asked to identify the subject area they taught (see
Table 2), with administrators being asked to identify if they observed teachers
and/or participated in designing PD as part of their regular duties. Eighty percent
of the administrators who responded to the survey indicated that they observe
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teachers as part of their regular job duties, and 76.7% indicated that they assist
with the development of site or district teacher PD.
Table 2
Teacher Survey Participants by Primary Content Area
Subject

Teachers

English

38

Mathematics

36

Science

26

Social science

27

World language

13

Other

51

Full-time assignment outside the classroom
Total

7
198

What Are Teachers’ Perceptions of Common Core?
One important aspect of understanding teacher perception was first to
gain their self-identified knowledge of the CCSS. The teachers were asked to
respond to the statement “The following statement most closely aligns to my level
of knowledge of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS),” by marking one of
the following responses: “I am an expert on the CCSS, I have a good grasp of
the CCSS, I have some knowledge of the CCSS, or I am unfamiliar with the
CCSS.” Of the 198 responses, only 5.1% (10 teachers) felt they were an expert
on the CCSS, while conversely, only 3.5% (seven teachers) stated they were
unfamiliar with the CCSS. Fifty-three percent (105 teachers) stated they had a
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good grasp of the CCSS, while 38.4% (76 teachers) stated they have some
knowledge of the CCSS.
Table 3
Common Core State Standard (CCSS) Level of Knowledge
The following statement most
closely aligns to my level of
knowledge of the CCSS
Teachers

Administrators

I am an I have a
expert good grasp

I have some
knowledge

I am
unfamiliar

5.1%

53.0%

38.4%

3.5%

(10)

(105)

(76)

(7)

6.7%

70.0%

21.0%

3.3%

(2)

(21)

(6)

(1)

The next question asked teachers to describe their opinion of the CCSS
as either beneficial, necessary, unnecessary, harmful, or neutral. Almost 50% of
the teachers responded that the CCSS were either beneficial, (28.8%, 57
teachers) or necessary (20.7%, 21 teachers), with only a little more than 10%
responding as either unnecessary (8.6%, 17 teachers) or harmful (2%, 4
teachers). The remaining 39.9% (79 teachers) described their opinion of the
CCSS as neutral.
When asked more specifically how in favor they were of California having
adopted the CCSS, the response rate became more favorable, with 57% of the
teachers responding they were either “very in favor” (22.7%, 45 teachers) or
“somewhat in favor” (34.3%, 68 teachers), while less than 20% responded either
“somewhat not in favor” (14.1%, 28 teachers) or “not at all in favor” (5.1%, 10
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teachers). Only 23.7% (47 teachers) were neutral on California’s adoption of the
CCSS.
Table 4
Opinion of Common Core State Standards (CCSS)
The following statement most
closely aligns with my
opinion of the CCSS
Beneficial Necessary Neutral Unnecessary Harmful
Teachers

28.8%

20.7%

39.9%

8.6%

2.0%

(57)

(21)

(79)

(17)

(4)

50%

26.7%

20%

3.3%

0%

(15)

(8)

(6)

(1)

(0)

Administrators

Table 5
Teacher Favorability Toward California Adopting the Common Core State
Standard (CCSS)
How in favor are you of California
having adopted the CCSS?
Teachers

Administrators

Very

Somewhat Neutral

Somewhat
not

Not at
all

22.7%

34.3%

23.7%

14.1%

5.1%

(45)

(68)

(47)

(28)

(10)

43.3%

33.3%

16.7%

6.7%

0

(13)

(10)

(5)

(2)

(0)

In addition to the quantitative measures in the three aforementioned
questioned, the study also allowed the respondents to indicate their personal
perception of the CCSS in an open-ended response. One hundred (or almost
50%) of the respondents replied to the question “please indicate your personal
perception of the CCSS.” The disaggregated responses aligned with the
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responses given to the three questions discussed above. A majority of the
comments not only detailed an understanding of the CCSS but also indicated the
respondents’ positive feelings toward the CCSS as being beneficial or necessary
to students’ learning. Some examples include the following statements from
participants:
I feel that Common Core is shifting us away from level one
questions into critical thinking and skills based teaching. In the 21st
century, students will Google facts that they need to know, where as they
will need the reading comprehension and critical thinking skills to navigate
through various sources and understand tone, context, etc. Therefore, I
think Common Core will prepare our students for the 21st century better
than the old standardized test questions.
We must help students to understand that there is more to the
acquisition of knowledge than just memorizing factual information. The
ability to have a perspective and present your views can only be seen as a
positive way of showing true competency.
They are necessary for the success of the educational program at
each school. They allow for the evaluation process to help teachers
develop appropriate instructional strategies.
The common core focuses on higher level thinking skills and the
ability to communicate understanding in a meaningful way.
The CCSS are necessary skills for a student preparing for college
and/or the 21st century workplace.
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The Common Core State Standards have clarified what skills need
to be mastered at each level. Additionally, the standards allow for
creativity and teaching across the curriculum.
Some of the positive responses revealed an understanding of the shift to CCSS
from the “old” standards, as indicated by the following responses:
They are a significant and necessary improvement from the
previous standards.
Compared to multiple choice testing and standards, it is an
improvement.
I love the shift to NGSS (Common Core). I feel like the previous
standards did not specify the importance of analytical thinking. I believe
that our students will benefit from being taught to make evidencesupported claims and that they will be able to translate that knowledge to
any subject.
Significantly, there were many responses that were positive of the standards
themselves, but critical of the way the standards are being assessed and/or
implemented (or critical of other factors unrelated to the standards themselves):
The standards are fair and relevant, but the assessments are unfair
and awkward.
Better than the old state standards, but yet another bureaucratic
hoop to be aware of.
I believe that with good intentions the CCSS are another set of
idealistic standards created by bureaucrats with unrealistic breadth and
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depth of content that can be covered in the allotted time with given class
sizes and the myriad of other variables that are inherent in created
curriculum and pedagogy.
I think the standards are well-intentioned, but difficult to implement
due to the perception that they are too broad.
I think that CCSS was well-intentioned however its implementation
is beyond sub-par. There is a lack of cohesiveness as well as general
understanding of the expectations. Statements are written so broadly that
much can be left to interpretation, which simply leaves many classrooms
unprepared to teach the depth that is the intention of CCSS. Additionally,
the rearranging with lack of resources for the content topics has left many
teachers unable to implement CCSS as it was intended. It feels as if the
writing and restructuring of the standards was clearly not done by an
actual educator - though this may not be the case at all, it is certainly how
it feels.
Good in theory; poor in execution and roll out.
I think it gets a bad rap . . . and I also think that certificated staff
doesn't get the support needed to implement in the day to day of school...
and I'm not talking about more PD.
Good intention with poor execution.
Good change for teaching standards, bad\ambiguous change to
content standards and how subjects should be broken up.
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Finally, the following statements summarize the negative comments some
teachers reported regarding their perception of the CCSS:
CCSS is taking education backwards. It is making it more confusing
and difficult for students to learn.
Unrealistic and do not consider all students.
They are not clear to me yet, mostly because they have not yet
provided us with clear guidelines.
My perception is they make certain things more confusing to learn.
The standards are terrible.
Changes in Classroom Instruction Since 2013
After gathering the teacher’s perception of the CCSS, it was important to
then gauge how much instruction has changed due to the new standards. While
the standards were officially adopted in 2010, many districts did not begin
discussing the rollout of the CCSS until the following year. In addition, it was not
until the 2014–15 school year that the new state assessments replaced the
previous NCLB California State Test. The shift in instruction questions focused
the respondents to the previous five-year period (a) in order to cover the state
adoption timeline and (b) due to the fact that CCSS PD did not start in their
district until the 2012–13 school year.
Teachers were asked to identify if their use of a list of specific instructional
strategies had increased, decreased, or stayed the same since the
implementation of CCSS. Similarly, administrators were asked the same
question regarding their observations during classroom visits. The list of
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instructional strategies was by no means exhaustive, however, it tried to capture
a cross-section of identifiable strategies as follows: lecture/direct instruction,
student–teacher discussion, student–student discussion, small group interaction,
case studies, writing, labs, group projects, recitation, peer/public reviews, service
learning, and independent student projects. In all strategies listed, less than 50%
of the teachers identified that their use of each strategy stayed the same after the
implementation of the CCSS.
In addition, administrators confirmed that almost all strategies saw a
change in teacher use during the previous five years. In all but two of the
strategies identified, the administrators reported a change at a higher rate than
the teachers.
Teachers and administrators were also asked two more specific questions
regarding direct instruction and collaborative activities. In both cases they were
asked to identify what percentage of an average lesson was direct instruction to
students and what percentage of an average lesson had students in collaborative
activities. Again, a gap existed between teachers’ reported practice and
administrators’ reported observations, specifically regarding the percentage of
direct instruction used on an average basis.
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Table 6
Changes in Instructional Strategies Since Common Core Implementation
Increase
Strategy

Decrease

Stay the same

T

A

T

A

Lecture/Direct
instruction

5.1%
(10)

0
(0)

51%
(101)

46.7%
(14)

40.4%
(80)

40.0%
(12)

3.5%
(7)

13.3%
(4)

Student–
teacher
discussion

44.4%
(88)

66.7%
(20)

4.5%
(9)

3.3%
(1)

49.5%
(98)

16.7%
(5)

1.5%
(3)

13.3%
(4)

Student–
student
discussion

62.1%
(123)

80.0%
(24)

1.5%
(3)

0
(0)

33.8%
(67)

10.0%
(3)

2.5%
(5)

10.0%
(3)

Case studies

17.7%
(35)

20.0%
(6)

3%
(6)

0
(0)

35.3%
(70)

53.3% 44.0%
(16)
(87)

26.7%
(8)

Writing

45.0%
(89)

60.0%
(18)

2.5%
(5)

0
(0)

44.0%
(87)

30.0%
(9)

8.5%
(17)

10.0%
(3)

Labs

18.7%
(37)

46.7%
(14)

2.5%
(5)

0
(0)

24.2%
(48)

40.0% 54.5%
(12)
(108)

13.3%
(4)

Group projects

42.4%
(84)

66.7%
(20)

3.5%
(7)

0
(0)

44.0%
(87)

23.3% 10.1%
(7)
(20)

10.0%
(3)

Recitation

12.6%
(25)

3.3%
(1)

18.2%
(36)

26.7
(8)

40.9%
(81)

43.3% 28.3%
(13)
(56)

26.7%
(8)

Peer/Public
reviews

31.3%
(62)

46.7%
(14)

4.5%
(9)

0
(0)

37.4%
(74)

33.3% 26.8%
(10)
(53)

20.0%
(6)

Service
learning

13.6%
(27)

33.3%
(10)

3.5%
(7)

3.3%
(1)

27.3%
(54)

36.7% 55.6%
(11)
(110)

26.7%
(8)

Independent
student
projects

34.3%
(48)

30.0%
(9)

23.7% 16.7%
(12)
(5)

14.1%
(99)

33.3%
(10)

20.0%
(6)

T = teachers; A = administrators

T

A

N/A
T

5.1%
(39)

A
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Table 7
Direct Instruction and Collaborative Activities
On average, what percentage of
each lesson do you provide [or
observe] direct instruction to
students?
Percentage
0

10-20

30-40

50-60

70-80

90-100

N/A

On average, what percentage of
each lesson are students engaged in
a collaborative activity with their
peers?

Teachers

Admin

Teachers

Admin

1.0%

0

1.0%

0

(2)

(0)

(2)

(0)

23.7%

0

14.1%

10.0%

(47)

(0)

(28)

(3)

30.8%

10.0%

32.8%

30.0%

(61)

(3)

(65)

(9)

23.2%

33.3%

29.8%

33.3%

(46)

(10)

(59)

(10)

12.1%

36.7%

16.7%

10.0%

(24)

(11)

(33)

(3)

9.0%

6.7%

5.5%

3.3%

(18)

(2)

(11)

(1)

13.3%

13.3%

(4)

(4)

Influences in Current Instructional Practices
A series of questions were asked in regards to various district, site, and
out-of-district PD. The data showed the influence of each on the teachers’
understanding of the CCSS, how the adoption of the CCSS has impacted their
curriculum and instruction, and how much each actually helped them adjust their
instruction to meet the demands of the CCSS. Teachers were also asked about
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how their participation in PLCs and interactions within their departments helped
them adjust their instruction, as well as how the standards themselves influenced
their choice of instructional strategies.
Out-of-district PD yielded the least influence on teachers, with over 72% of
teachers reporting that site and district PD had “some” or “very little” influence
over their adjustment of instruction to meet the standards. The standards
themselves yielded the largest influential response, with 73.7% of the teachers
saying the CCSS had at least some influence on their choice of instructional
strategies. Only two influences topped 20% of respondents reporting “very
much” influence: departments and the Common Core Standards.
In a follow-up question, teachers were asked, “over the past five years,
how much influence has the following had on your daily instructional decisions?”
The list included some of the aforementioned types of PDs, PLCs, and
departments, as well as informal peer interactions, training/research done on
their own, and continuing formal education. The findings confirmed the levels of
influence on teachers’ instructional practices by the various types of PDs, as well
as by the more formal PLCs and department interactions. It also showed the
influence of peer interaction and how much their own individual research has
influenced their instructional adjustments over the past five years to meet the
needs of the CCSS. While the reported levels of influence by departments,
PLCs, and various types of PDs stayed relatively the same, teachers said their
interactions with their peers on an informal level (81%) had “some” or “very
much” influence on their instruction—the highest amount of influence reported for
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any category. In addition, teachers reported that their own personal research
(74%) had “some” or “very much” influence on their instruction.
Table 8
Adjustments to Instruction to Meet the Needs of Common Core State Standards
(CCSS)

Influences
Site professional development

District professional development
Out-of-district professional
development
Professional Learning Communities

Department

CCSS

Very
much

Some

Very
little

None

N/A

16.2%

44.9%

27.8%

6.1%

5.1%

(32)

(89)

(55)

(12)

(10)

15.2%

44.9%

28.8%

8.1%

3.0%

(30)

(89)

(57)

(16)

(6)

10.6%

25.3%

10.6%

(21)

(50)

(21)

(25)

(80)

17.2%

43.9%

17.7%

9.1%

12.1%

(34)

(87)

(35)

(18)

(24)

22.7%

44.9%

18.7%

10.1%

3.5%

(45)

(89)

(37)

(20)

(7)

22.7%

51.0%

16.7%

9.6%

0

(45)

(101)

(33)

(19)

(0)

12.6% 40.9%
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Table 9
Teacher-Reported Influences on Daily Instruction

Influences
Site professional development

District professional development

Out-of-district professional
development

Professional Learning Communities

Department

Informal peer interactions

Training/research on my own

Continuing formal education

Very
much

Some

Very
little

None

N/A

22.2%

50.0%

19.2%

6.1%

3.5%

(44)

(97)

(38)

(12)

(7)

11.6%

52.0%

24.7%

9.1%

2.5%

(23)

(103)

(49)

(18)

(5)

14.1%

24.2%

13.1%

(28)

(48)

(26)

(36)

(60)

19.7%

43.9%

15.7%

9.6%

11.1%

(39)

(87)

(31)

(19)

(22)

29.8%

43.4%

17.7%

7.6%

1.5%

(59)

(86)

(35)

(15)

(3)

36.9%

44.4%

11.6%

5.0%

2.0%

(73)

(88)

(23)

(10)

(4)

38.4%

35.9%

14.1%

7.6%

4.0%

(76)

(71)

(28)

(15)

(8)

11.6%(23) 21.2%
(23)

(42)

11.1%

18.2% 30.3%

21.7% 34.3%

(22)

(43)

(68)

Effectiveness of Current Professional Development
Another way to gain insight into the influences of teachers is to ask about
the effectiveness of their PD and gather responses specifically on how they
would develop their own if given the opportunity. Teachers were asked to
respond to three open-ended questions at the end of the survey, the last two
dealing with the effectiveness of their current training as it relates to the CCSS
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and what they would suggest be done differently if they felt the PD was not
meeting their needs. The first question, “How effective have professional
developments been in helping you adjust your instruction to meet the
requirements of Common Core?” drew 129 responses, 66 of which were one- or
two-word answers ranging fairly evenly from “very” or “somewhat effective” to
“very,” “somewhat,” or “not effective at all.” However, the 63 written responses
that were longer and provided more depth, tended to skew more toward the
negative. This is not surprising given the fact that “respondents reported being
more likely to share bad than good experiences” (Market Charts, LLC., 2013, p.
1). This expressed lack of connection to the CCSS does, however, provide
insight into what teachers are expressing as a need in PD.
Very little. No one seems to have a definite handle on Common
Core or how it should be taught.
Not very, most instruction I've received on Common Core has been
through undergrad and graduate programs.
Not very effective. It has been too general, or too focused on one
lesson. What the district needed was a textbook with supporting materials
that met the Common Core and then time to learn how to best use those
materials. They are now in the process of adopting a textbook and doing
the above.
Somewhat effective, but in desperate need of sample lessons,
example assessments, and materials in order to guide and exemplify the
new expectations created by CCSS appropriate instruction.
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Extremely beneficial to me, but not sure how they connect to
Common Core standards.
They have given me more information and clarified some of the
questions that I have. None have made me a great believer and supporter
of the CCSS. I know what I need to do and I follow through, but I am still
learning more strategies from my colleagues.
The strategies and practices modeled in these professional
developments are very good and I really would like to apply them, but it
seems I never have the time to properly lesson plan because it is not just
content; it's changing HOW you teach the content. That is the biggest
hurdle, especially if you have been teaching for a while.
Again, only because I go back on my own to read the standards do
they even exist to me. When I cite standards to other teachers in my
department they look at me like I have lobsters crawling out of my ears.
The need identified by teachers is evident in their responses to the final
open-ended response question: “If you had the power to change the way district
and/or site professional development is designed, what would you do and why?”
One teacher summed it up best,
“I would survey the teachers to find out what they want to learn and
adjust the professional development to meet their needs. I would also
select teachers to attend that have not attended PD for a year or so. There
also needs to be a share-out in the departments with time to discuss and
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tryout the PD that other teachers have attended. Lastly, there needs to be
follow-up. One and done does not work.
Other than the three “not applicable/not sure” responses and the three
“none/nothing” responses, the remaining 145 responses made this question the
most responded to open-ended question, with a very strong identifiable theme:
teacher-led/teacher-driven professional development.
Have teachers lead the professional developments because they
have the most experience and insight for what is currently working for the
students.
I honestly think our teachers can provide PD better than what we
are getting from the outside. I'd have a common core lead for each site,
pay them hourly in the summer to get things going. Then I'd have them
created drop boxes for each subject area with all the teachers in the
district linked to it for their respective subject.
Site administrators, for the most part, are the worst presenters on
campus. Everyone tunes out during PD because we don't respect the
speakers. You need to pay highly respected teachers to deliver PD to
SMALL specified groups. A small group allows for more accountability
(teachers less likely to hang on their phones) and allows for meaningful
teacher interactions. Hosting large-group PD is a waste of time.
Teachers in the classroom should be sharing what they do - more
authentic and real.
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Expand the teacher training models; the tech trainings and support
are wonderful. And by using teachers they are around to ask for additional
help and support.
District professional development often hires a consultant to
present the training. We would be better served having some of our
teachers lead the training sharing what they have achieved by
implementation in their classrooms.
In many responses, the teachers also rejected the “one-off” PD model,
instead asking for more comprehensive, interactive, and applicable PD be done
in workshops, led by teachers, with more time devoted to lesson development.
Teachers found value in working in their content area groups or departments and
offered many suggestions on how best to develop their skills around newly
developed information. Many requested the ability to go into other teachers’
classrooms and, at the very least, have a more structured approach that is
focused on instruction.
There should be a structure, goal, and rationale behind why we are
learning and implementing new strategies. We have been learning
strategies with no clear rationale and/or justification.
I would create best lessons for each concept and have teachers
practice delivering those lessons, because it would be more likely that a
teacher would use it in class.
More interactive with less lecture.
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Highly focused, small group, content based - too much PD time
becomes gossip/complaint time. Nothing effective gets accomplished.
I would build in time for teachers to visit other teachers’ classes.
(For more than 5 minutes, and teachers of their own choosing, even at
other schools, perhaps.) I would love the chance to be able to observe
other math teachers, but I never seem to have the time...
Finally, teachers overwhelmingly expressed a need for more time, and in almost
all instances, asking for more time in a collaborative structure.
More time given to teachers to design and develop programs to be
adopted and implemented.
More time to plan and practice
I would allow more time for professional development.
More time to collaborate with my on site staff and more time to
meet with others in my same department around the district.
More time to plan and implement the strategies we learn!
Time to work in curriculum groups, actually planning the pacing
guide, and actually planning a significant number of lessons, and planning
how to incorporate the support materials.
I think we should have more time to collaborate with our site and
look at what each level is doing well. I also think getting time out to see
what other teachers are doing in other content areas would be helpful too.
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Give way more time to curriculum design, lesson planning and
instructional planning to teachers at their own site within reach of their own
classrooms. Example assessments, materials and lessons need to be
provided to help guide pedagogical changes and curriculum mapping.
The answer is simple. Teachers need more time. I would create a
two-week window before the start of the school year and I would pay
teachers to create CCSS lessons. They would have to be submitted to an
evaluative group to determine that teachers have done adequate work. I
think the thing that's most necessary it's time for fully understanding CCSS
and the planning of appropriate, new lessons.
Chapter Summary
Through their answers, teachers and administrators identified their
perceptions of the CCSS and the change in instruction since the standards were
instituted, and they identified the greatest influences on their current instructional
practices. Virtually all teachers had some knowledge of the CCSS, and most felt
that the standards were beneficial or necessary and favored California’s adoption
of the CCSS. Teachers reported, and administrators confirmed, there has been
a definite shift in instructional practices since the adoption of the CCSS and the
rollout within the district, especially toward the type of instruction that requires
students to interact more with their peers in a collaborative setting. Teachers
also identified to what degree their daily instructional practices had been
influenced. While many said PD from their site had significant influence, the
district itself had at least some level of influence on their instructional decisions;
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the greatest degree of influence came from more informal interaction with their
peers.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Change happens within all organizations and institutions, and the field of
education is no different. “New” and “better” ways to accomplish the goal of
preparing students for life after compulsory education is always at the forefront of
educators’ minds and thus leads to education reform when educators believe
those goals are not being met. As the demands from higher education and the
expanding global workforce change to require students to be able to think
critically, collaborate, synthesize information, and communicate effectively, the
role of education at the high school level must adapt to meet those 21st-century
needs. “The twenty-first century has brought a new set of challenges into the
facilities of the school leader’s office. The responsibility for turning these
challenges into effective practice, making sure that all students are ready for
college and careers in the fast-evolving global economy, falls mostly on the
shoulders of the school leadership team [both administrators and teacher
leaders].” (Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 1). The CCSS standards are an attempt to
reform our current educational system, with the emphasis shifting from students’
being required to gain a high degree of content knowledge in various subjects to
their also being able to master higher order skills
The purpose of this study was to determine how teachers have adjusted
their application of instructional strategies to target CCSS learning objectives in
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high school classrooms and provide recommendations on how site and district
administrators can better structure PD through PLCs to meet the needs of
teachers through ongoing professional learning. This was accomplished by
asking three questions:
1.

What are teachers’ perceptions of CCSS?

2.

To what extent do teachers and administrators report changes in
classroom instruction since the adoption of the CCSS?

3.

What do teachers report are the greatest influences in their current
instructional practices?

A quantitative methodological approach via survey was chosen for this
study due to its ability to gather valid and reliable statistically significant data over
a large sample of teachers. Embedded in the survey, however, was the
opportunity for teachers to provide short-answer responses to questions. These
responses provided more depth into not only teachers’ perceptions of the CCSS
but also their opinions of the PD they are currently experiencing within their
district. These questions were essential to providing recommendations on how
administrators and teacher leaders can best structure PD for teachers that will be
meaningful and effective in ensuring the instruction in the classroom is adapting
to the changing needs of the students.
Conclusions
While education has seen a shift since the adoption of the CCSS, it has
not necessarily translated into a shift of instruction throughout all classrooms. In
addition, the majority of teachers indicate that the current structure of PD they
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receive within their district, at their site, or from out-of-district training has had
only limited impact on their instruction to meet the needs of the CCSS. To adjust
instruction, teachers must first be knowledgeable about what they are being
asked to teach, so they can design strategies for students to learn. Almost all
teachers in the study (96.4%) expressed that they have at least some knowledge
of the CCSS. However, of the nearly 97% who expressed some knowledge of the
standards, almost 40% did not feel they had a good grasp of those standards, let
alone expertise. In addition, only half of the teachers feel the CCSS are
beneficial/necessary and only 57% reported being in favor of California having
adopted them. Nearly seven years after adoption, and almost five years after the
survey respondents began receiving PD designed around CCSS, almost half of
the teachers are not yet “sold” on the standards. This undoubtedly has a
profound effect on their instructional decision-making on a daily basis. It is not
surprising that, when asked about changes to their instructional practices, a third
to half the respondents reported perceiving no change to many of the
instructional strategies employed prior to their exposure to CCSS PD. While
many did indicate a change in their use of various strategies, one would expect
that, if properly implemented, CCSS PD would have a greater impact on teacher
instructional decisions—the greatest indication of this being a decrease in the
reported use of direct instruction and an increase in reported use of student
collaboration. While half of the teachers did indicate a decrease in their use of
direct instruction over the previous five years, almost 50% still report using it, on
average, over 50% of the time.
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Still, there are many teachers who indicated they are adjusting their
instructional practices to meet the needs of the CCSS; however, they are
indicating that site, district, or outside PD are not the main cause of those shifts.
That should be alarming to administrators, especially to those who are charged
with developing those trainings or sending teachers outside the district to receive
them. In fact, 30% of the teachers report not receiving any out-of-district PD on
CCSS, and over 30% of the rest indicated “very little” to “none” of the training
actually had an influence on their instructional practices.
My conceptual framework for this study posited teachers’ perceptions of
the CCSS and the PD they received as the mechanisms for instructional changes
to meet the needs of the CCSS. There is a need, as indicated by the results of
this study, to focus on both increasing the knowledge base of teachers and
administrators on the CCSS, and structuring PD in a way that teachers can
continue to grow as learners, meeting the needs of their students by adjusting
instruction to meet the demands of the 21st century.
Implications
As a current administrator, and one in charge of developing
comprehensive PD, the implications of this study directly impact my decisionmaking. The data from this study, coupled with research literature can provide
administrators with a good foundation for building the type of PDs actually
demanded by teachers.
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Implications for Practice
In order for more teachers to indicate a greater influence on their practice,
the PD they receive needs to be developed based on their needs. This implies
administrators need to alter how they have been accustomed to developing
training for teachers. This study provides data from teachers on exactly how they
would structure their own PD, thus giving administrators a better roadmap for
setting up successful training opportunities for teachers. As one teacher indicated
in a short response:
Professional Development should be driven by an overall decision
of important instructional strategies that the district has set forth. These
decisions should be made by leaders that go to classrooms on a regular
basis, interact with teachers and regularly research new and innovative
instructional strategies. Trainings and professional development should
then take place around these strategies and teachers from all campuses
should come together for these trainings to create a more united, coherent
group of teachers, admin, etc. that all share the same goals and the
understanding of those goals.
Besides wanting more time, teachers were very specific about what they
wanted, a specificity that should drive practice. They want time to collaborate
and want to learn from each other. The best thing administrators can do is
become educated on current practice, provide opportunities for teachers to learn,
and then allow teachers to become the expert practitioners, sharing their
knowledge with other teachers and forming a more structured PLC. The data
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from this study showed PLCs in this district influenced teacher instruction at
similar rates as site and district PD. This indicated a need for administration and
teachers to first analyze how they define PLCs in their district and then properly
structure them to improve professional learning for every member.
Teachers perceived a value in learning from each other, but most
importantly, they want to learn from each other in action. While difficult in some
schools, administrators should encourage instructional walks as part of their
school-wide PD. As another respondent added, “Implementation of the
classroom walkthrough has been valuable to me this past year. I have learned
new strategies by watching ‘master teachers’ on our campus.” By breaking down
some of those barriers to learning, namely the barrier that many teachers
experience by not being able to actually see others teach, a more free-flowing
exchange of best practices can be achieved.
This was echoed by the fact that over 81% of the teachers reported that
informal peer interaction had “some” or “very much” impact on their daily
instructional decisions. In addition, over 74% of teachers reported that their own
research and individual training also had an impact. District and site level PD
was not reported as having nearly as much of an impact. The implication is that
the current PD model used by site and district administrators does not provide
the individualization, collaboration, and reflection needed for teachers to grow as
professionals at their school sites. The need for a professional learning model
that is “continuing, active, social, and related to practice” (Webster-Wright, 2009,
p. 703) should be the focus to ensure district PD is effective at teacher growth.
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Implications for Theory
The reimagining of a profession, especially one as old as teaching, is not
a paradigm shift easily managed. But the real question is whether we are really
shifting to something new, or rather back to something old. Socrates taught
through questioning, facilitating the learning of the individual through critical
thought, probing the learner’s understanding; not necessarily giving the learner
the answer, but forcing them to forge a path to the answer through guidance, all
under the assumption of continuous learning. To reiterate Easton’s assertion, “It
is clearer today than ever that educators need to learn, and that’s why
professional learning has replaced professional development. Developing is not
enough. Educators must be knowledgeable and wise. They must know enough in
order to change. They must change in order to get different results. They must
become learners, and they must be self-developing” (2008, p. 756). While this
may seem intuitive, the major shift is not simply that teachers must continue to
learn for the sake of learning but also that they are at a crossroads in the very
fundamental purpose of their job.
There is significant room to grow as professionals with the CCSS, given
the fact that only 5% of the teachers surveyed considered themselves “experts”
on those standards. For centuries, the teacher was the harbor of information, the
learned class and experts in their field. Students had access to that information
through school and their interactions with their teacher. With the exponential
growth of technological advancement, especially the ability for people to have
inexpensive access to information at their fingertips 24/7, the teacher is no longer
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seen as the only source of sought-after information. This does not diminish the
role of the teacher in the classroom, but it does imply a change in their role of
teacher as facilitator. “Whereas a traditional pedagogical teaching approach
emphasizes the role of the teacher as the holder of the wisdom, facilitation puts
the onus on the participants to become involved in their own learning. [The
teacher’s] job is not to tell; [their] job is stimulate thinking, encourage exploration,
make associations, and be a connector” (Sonnarborg, 2008, pg. 1).
With that in mind, administrators should be designing PD to help teachers
shift their role in the classroom to that of a facilitator. This requires a skillset and
toolkit of instructional strategies different from that required in the past. It also
requires a different mindset as the teaching population turns over, with veteran
teachers retiring and new teachers filling their assignments. In addition, it also
requires our teacher education programs in higher education to ensure their
curriculum is guiding prospective teachers to develop this mindset. It is a
multifaceted approach that can produce the necessary paradigm shift in the
teaching profession.
Implications for Future Research
The purpose of this study was to determine the level of knowledge and
perception high school teachers in a particular district had regarding CCSS, the
extent to which their instruction has changed over the past few years, and to
what type of PD they attribute any changes. One obvious implication for future
research is to replicate the study throughout a broader set of teachers, from
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elementary to middle to high school, in order to see if the level of knowledge and
perception teachers have of the CCSS remains constant throughout education.
With only the current data, however, immediate future research could be
done on any number of additional sets of questions. Should a researcher want to
determine if the level of expertise on CCSS had an impact on their instructional
decisions, a simple cross-tabulation could be run to determine correlations
between the two sets of data. For example, a positive correlation may indicate
that increasing a teacher’s expertise on the CCSS could have an impact on their
changing instructional practices. However, a set of CCSS instructional strategies
should first be defined in order to determine if the anticipated changes are
desirable to meet the new expectations under the CCSS.
Additionally, while teachers identified how much each given type of PD
influenced their instruction, a researcher could try to predict how much each
influenced a change in the given set of instructional strategies. The researcher
would be looking for p value < .05 to determine statistical significance and then
the correlative strength of that relationship. The higher the number approaching
1.0, the stronger the positive correlation between a specific type of PD and type
of instructional strategy. Similarly, the closer that Pearson Correlation is to 0.0,
the weaker the relationship. When looking at types of instructional strategies
less favorable by educators on teaching the CCSS, the exact opposite would be
true. A negative strong correlation would be signified by a Pearson Correlation
closer to -1.0 as long as the statistical significance was again < .05.
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This study also has implications for future research within this district by
quantifying the influence that different types of PD activities have on instruction.
This provides a baseline to measure the effects of PD changes made in the
future. Do those changes lead to a higher degree of teacher knowledge on the
CCSS and a greater influence on their instructional practices? In addition, with
over 50% of the teachers reporting that they do not find the CCSS beneficial or
necessary and over 40% stating they do not have a good grasp of the CCSS, it is
important to also measure whether any reported shift in instruction is actually
aligned with meeting the needs of the CCSS, particularly in regards to writing and
student collaboration. With both of those strategies being identified in research
(Hattie, 2009; Marzano et al., 2001), it would therefore be important to gather
data in a follow-up survey measuring both English-language arts classrooms and
other subject areas on just how much writing is occurring across the curriculum.
While this study did not specifically define CCSS instructional strategies and
measure teacher practices against those specific strategies, future research may
identify such a list, thus allowing future research to measure that change.
As teachers noted in their short-answer response, we should “stick with a
few key strategies and use them across the curriculum instead of bouncing
around from strategy to strategy or program to program.” As both Marzano and
colleagues (2001) and Hattie (2009) indicate in their research, both collaboration
and focused writing are essential components to developing students’ 21stcentury skills. When asked specifically about student–student interaction, 62% of
the teachers and 80% of administrators reported an increase in this form of
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collaboration over the previous five years. But when asked to identify on average
how much time students spent in collaborative activities with peers, almost 50%
of the teachers reported a range between 10% and 40%. Conversely, 90% of
administrators reported seeing direct instruction over 50% of the time in class.
In another question, teachers reported that over 50% of them had not
increased their use of writing as a means of instruction over the previous five
years. While it is unknown through this study just how much writing is actually
occurring within each classroom, when asked in a short-response question
“which types of instructional strategies do you use on a regular basis to ensure
your students are mastering the CCSS?” only 13 of the 100 responses indicated
writing as an instructional strategy. More research is needed to begin parsing
out the intentional use of instructional strategies to meet the needs of the CCSS.
Finally, high school teachers from other districts should be surveyed on
the influence the various types of PD they receive has on their instruction. This
can provide an avenue to gain essential data to drive the decision-making of
administrators who are charged with training their staff. This study, or even parts
of the study, can easily be replicated with other districts to gain that information
and discover if the teachers are actually finding value in the training they receive.
The more teachers are asked to provide data on PD, and the more willing
administrators are to adjusting that development to the teachers’ needs, the more
effective teachers can become in their profession. This study indicates a need to
shift the PD model due to the lack of effect teachers currently attribute to it,
however, administrators will need research beyond the scope of this study to
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properly accomplish this shift. Researchers such as Robert Dufor, Robert Eaker,
John Hattie, Linda Darling-Hammond, Robert Marzano, and Anne WebsterWright, to name a few, provide context, direction, and additional data to support
shifting to a PLC.
Recommendations
In light of the research literature and data gathered in this study, I propose
three recommendations for educators going forward during this era of CCSS.
Operating under the assumption that all students can learn, and all students
deserve not only to have equality of opportunity but also to learn in an
educational system that can meet them on an individual level, these
recommendations seek to provide administrators with guidance on properly
structuring PD in order for teachers to become experts on the CCSS, adjust their
instruction in order to meet those standards, and do so in a manner that is the
most effective way for adults to learn. Webster-Wright (2009) stated, “Effective
professional development is based on a notion of ongoing professional learning
(OPL) as continuous, social, and related to practice” (p. 703). A multitude of
teachers agree, as evidenced by their statements reflecting a strong desire for
PD to be ongoing rather than “one-off,” collaborative in nature, and purposeful.
One teacher reported, “we should have training over several days at the start of
the school year that is a focus, rather than a side-note to starting the year.” In
addition, teachers said PD would be more effective if they were part of their own
learning process, from design to delivery, expressing a desire to own their
learning. As another teacher said, “I would allow departments to submit goals
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and then implement a plan on how to achieve them. This would make it more
personal and drive us to play a bigger role in our professional development.”
While this release of control and accountability might shift some preexisting
notions of PD and the process for properly structuring teacher learning, if there is
to be learning and growth in this age of CCSS, it is a necessity.
Proper PD on the CCSS
With only 5% of teachers identifying themselves as experts on the CCSS,
and teachers essentially rejecting the current “training” model used in education,
teachers need an ongoing professional learning model instituted to teach them
how to effectively implement the CCSS into their classrooms. Teachers want to
learn from each other: the expertise of each teacher relies on them being able to
see another teacher demonstrate the knowledge we want them to be experts in.
Administrators should focus resources on developing Common Core Teacher
Experts and then developing a walk-through model at their sites through which
other teachers could experience seeing the expert teacher in action. The model
also needs a reflective aspect, as argued by Wei et al. (2010) and Easton (2008),
with time for teachers to collaborate with the Common Core Teacher Experts to
build lessons of their own.
Teacher-Led Professional Learning With More Time and Collaboration
Site and district PD needs to be structured based on the expressed needs
of the teachers: increased time, more collaboration, and teacher led. When
surveyed, teachers expressed a desire to be asked about their own learning. As
evidenced throughout this study, they also were very specific as to what they feel
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works best for their own PD as an educator. While it is not possible to provide all
things to all people, it is possible to begin shifting the way we train teachers from
the old “talking-to-them” model to a more interactive, individualized system that’s
“highly focused, small group, content based.” The current PD model lacks
impact on student achievement, according to Wei et al. (2010). In addition, as
Hattie (2009) argues, in order to have an influential effect on student
achievement, we must move to the professional learning model. Since not all
educators are at the same place in their own learning or development as
professionals, doing this within a PLC provides choice and options to
individualize their learning.
Increased Use of Student Collaboration and Writing Instruction
While the data did show a shift in instruction, on average, 30%–40% of the
teachers reported no change in their instruction over the previous five years. The
ones that did, reported varying degrees of change on a multitude of strategies.
Administrators confirmed that teachers are shifting their instructional practices,
sometimes identifying a greater shift in certain strategies than even the teachers
reported. However, with over 50% of the teachers reporting that they do not find
the CCSS beneficial or necessary and over 40% stating they do not have a good
grasp of the CCSS, the reported shift may not be aligned with meeting the needs
of the CCSS.
Recommendations In Action
During the course of this research, I became a site principal of a high
school, and given that this data provides first hand input from teachers in my
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district, I am able to use it to directly influence the design of PD policy at my site.
Putting the recommendations into practice provides a concrete example of
implementing school-wide policy that could be very useful to site and district
administrators. Our district usually allots a couple of days prior to the first day of
school each year as PD. I decided to restructure the PD at my current site to an
ongoing professional learning model that is collaborative and teacher led. It was
important to first discuss with staff this shift and ensure the staff was operating
from the same foundational definitions of ongoing professional learning and the
proper structure to accomplish the most effective learning: professional learning
communities.
Often these terms are used in educational settings but mean very different
things to different people. Is a PLC an academic department? A vertical team? A
curricular group? What is the role of the PLC and the desired outcome of its
work? If staff does not know what the physical structure of PLC is or what the
expectations of the people who comprise the PLC are, then they may not even
begin to work effectively in a collaborative group. DuFour, R., DuFour, R., Eaker,
R., and Many (2010) probably best defined the PLC thus:
an ongoing process in which educators work collaboratively in recurring
cycles of collective inquiry and action research to achieve better results for
the students they serve. Professional learning communities operate under
the assumption that the key to improved learning for students is
continuous job-embedded learning for educators. (p.11)
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According to this definition, there are many important facets of the PLC, but it all
starts with the notion that it is done in a collaborative environment. When really
examined in both form and function, the PLC is not just a structured group of
people but also a design for ongoing professional learning. Best defined by
Webster-Wright (2009) as “continuing, active, social, and related to practice” (p.
703), the best way to achieve ongoing professional learning is through a PLC. If
communicated properly to staff, it is a coherent structure and roadmap to
achieving continuous PD. In addition, staff needs to understand the expectations
of the structure. How is successful implementation of professional learning
measured? “The success then of professional learning can only be determined
by measuring the implementation of strategies, incorporation of concepts, and
changes in attitudes that teachers are able to transfer from the staffroom to the
classroom” (Bellanca et al., 2013, p. 43). With these functional definitions,
success metrics, and research data from my surveys, I was able to
operationalize these concepts and data into site policy.
Beginning the first day back with staff, the physical structure of the staff
development days leading into the new school year was different. Instead of
traditional rows of seats in a site theater or gym, staff was set up in table
configurations by departments where they had the opportunity to face each other
and work in groups. The tone was set upfront by introducing staff to themes of
designing curriculum, assessments, and instruction outside-the-box, to the
differing traits of students versus the traditional one-size-fits-all planning currently
used in many classrooms. Staff was challenged to develop the “why” from a
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macro school level to a micro classroom level, both within departments and in
content area groups. This collaborative model has also been extended into the
school year as the first few PDs designed during the first couple months of the
school year provided time for teachers to collaborate with each other and
identified teacher-leader experts. The themes have been connected to provide
an ongoing model of learning that breaks the traditional one-and-done PD model.
Teachers are also leading workshops that are individualized to the specific needs
and aptitudes of each staff member, allowing choice in learning and providing
time to lesson design with those teacher-leader experts. Finally, instructional
walks have been developed to allow staff to see teaching “in-action,” which
provides for a more realistic experience, with again, time provided afterward to
lesson design with the teachers they previously saw in action. This loop of inaction learning, development, implementation, and reflection not only satisfies
the requests of the teachers in the data but also puts into effect a system of
learning that is ongoing, collaborative, applicable to practice, and measurable on
how the staff room is impacting the classroom.
Summary of the Dissertation
The CCSS is just the latest reform to our education system, similar to
NCLB, which shifted education at the turn of the century. It will undoubtedly not
be the last. Higher education and the work force have placed a skills-based
requirement on our students, and it is now up to educators to rise to that
challenge. As Hattie (2009) points out in Visible Learning, the teacher is the
greatest source of variance in the academic success of the student (p. 3). It is
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therefore imperative that as educators, whether teachers or administrators, the
focus of our educational development as adults must be in the area of how we
best instruct our students to learn the 21st-century skills demanded of them by
future study or careers. This study is an indication that our teachers at the high
school level have begun to make that shift; however, without all teachers
embracing the change in instruction needed to develop the skills in our students,
administrators must examine how they implement professional develop from both
the site and district levels in order to support the needed change.
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APPENDIX A
BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
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APPENDIX B
THIRTEEN ESSENTIAL STRATEGIES FOR
TEACHING COMMON CORE
1. Identifying critical content. As described above, teachers identify which
information or skills are critical to mastery of the standards on which they
are working. The teacher highlights this crucial information throughout the
lesson and across the unit, to enable students to focus on key points,
helping them build a logical foundation on which to build from simpler to
more complex learning.
2. Previewing new content. Previewing allows for students to access prior
knowledge and analyze new content. It may be used in any level of lesson
to connect new content to previously learned information.
3. Organizing students to interact with content. Students are organized
into appropriate groups that facilitate their interaction with content. Shared
experience and cooperative learning are essential building blocks of the
teaching/learning experience (Marzano & Brown 2009). Whether it’s
learning introductory content or knowledge utilization, students are
provided help regarding how to collaborate in a manner that will help them
interact with content and ways they might focus on cognitive or conative
skills.
4. Helping students process content. This strategy systematically
engages student groups in processing and generating conclusions about
content. Note: For the student-centered classroom, the focus shifts from
teacher to student. The teacher is “helping students process content.”
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Inherent in this phrase is that students are expected to work with,
summarize, and elaborate on content, not just listen as the teacher
discusses or lectures.
5. Helping students elaborate on content. Helping students elaborate
requires students to make inferences about the information addressed in
class. Equally important, students are asked to provide evidence and
support for their inferences. This strategy has great purpose in any lesson.
6. Helping students record and represent knowledge. This strategy
allows students to create their own representations of the content and
processes with which they are interacting. Rigorous standards highlight
the need to expand the types of representations elicited from students to
include mental models, mathematical models, and other more abstract
representations of content.
7. Managing response rates with tiered questioning techniques. The
teacher purposefully asks questions with ascending cognitive complexity
in order to support students in deepening their thinking about content. In
addition to ensuring that all students respond, the teacher ensures that
student responses are backed up by evidence.
8. Reviewing content. Reviewing content engages students in a brief
review that highlights the cumulative nature of the content. For rigorous
standards, the teacher also reviews activities to ensure that students are
aware of the “big picture” regarding the content.
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9. Helping students practice skills, strategies, and processes. With this
strategy, students perform the skill, strategy, or process with increased
competence and confidence. The shift in instructional practice to
demonstrate rigorous standards also requires students to both develop
fluency and alternative ways of executing procedures.
10. Helping students examine similarities and differences. This strategy
engages students in activities such as comparing, classifying, and creating
analogies and metaphors that address the “big ideas” and “conclusions”
as well as specific details. The strategy can be useful not only when
students are deepening their thinking but throughout the learning cycle.
There are times when examining similarities and differences is appropriate
for previewing, but it is also a highly effective strategy when students are
asked to analyze at a deeper level, or to utilize their knowledge to solve a
real-world problem.
11. Helping students examine their reasoning. With this strategy, students
produce and defend claims by examining their own reasoning or the logic
of presented information, processes, and procedures. The shift to rigorous
standards requires the analysis of information for errors or fallacies in
content or in students’ own reasoning, as well as the examination and
critique of the overall logic of arguments.
12. Helping students revise knowledge. Students revise previous
knowledge by correcting errors and misconceptions as well as adding new
information. Additionally, this instructional strategy involves viewing
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knowledge from different perspectives and identifying alternative ways of
executing procedures. This strategy allows students to build a sense of
themselves as active learners as they broaden and deepen their
knowledge throughout a unit of instruction.
13. Helping students engage in cognitively complex tasks. Engaging in
cognitively complex tasks is not merely an end-of-unit or culminating
activity. Students must begin to “live” in a land of cognitive complexity.
Students who are presented with a complex knowledge utilization task at
the end of a unit, for instance, with no questions, tasks or activities built-in
along the way that required them to use that level of thinking, will have
much more difficulty making meaning of the task. Effective teachers
incorporate “short visits” throughout the unit to help build student capacity
for complex tasks.

